SPECIAL BOARD MEETING
AGENDA PACKET

APRIL 24, 2017

POSTED: APRIL 21, 2017

Special Board Meeting – April 24, 2017, 7:00 p.m.
Carmichael Water District Board Room
7837 Fair Oaks Boulevard
Carmichael, CA 95608
AGENDA
The Board will discuss all items on its agenda, and may take action on any of those items, including information items
and continued items. The Board may also discuss other items that do not appear on its agenda, but will not act on
those items unless action is urgent, and a resolution is passed by a two-thirds vote declaring the need for action arose
after posting of the agenda.

The Board of Directors welcomes and encourages participation in meetings. Public testimony may be
given on any agenda item as it is called and limited to three minutes per speaker. Matters not on the
posted agenda may be addressed under Public Comment. Please fill out a Speaker Card and turn it in at
the staff table, either before or during the meeting. Public comment rules and procedures are on the
back of the speaker card.
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you have a disability and need a disability-related
modification or accommodation to participate in this meeting, please contact the General Manager at 483-2452.
Requests must be made as early as possible, and at least one full business day before the start of the meeting.
CALL TO ORDER AND STATEMENT REGARDING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: President Emmerson
DISTRICT REPORTS:
1.

General Manager’s Written Report

2.

District Activity Written Report Presented by the Assistant General Manager

PUBLIC COMMENT:
3.

Public Comment
Any member of the public may address the Board on any item of interest to the public that is within the subject
matter jurisdiction of the Board.

CONSENT CALENDAR:
Consent Calendar items are expected to be routine and non-controversial, to be acted on by the Board in one motion.
Should any Board member, staff member, or interested person request discussion on an item, the Board will consider
the item separate from the Consent Calendar.
4.

Minutes for the Regular Board Meeting – March 20, 2017

5.

Paid Expenditures Report – March 2017

6.

Investment Transaction Report – March 2017

7.

Budget Summary – March 2017

ACTION CALENDAR:
8.

Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-2017 Budget Adjustment

9.

Restructuring Admin Services Department and Job Classifications

10. Resolution 04242017-1 – A Resolution in Support of California Water Agencies’ Policy Statement on
Bay-Delta Flow Requirements
STAFF REPORTS/INFORMATION:
11. FY 2017-2018 Draft Budget
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STAFF REPORTS/INFORMATION CONTINUED:
12. Association Memberships
13. Memo Regarding Executive Order B-37-16 Implementation Making Water Conservation a California
Way of Life
14. Director’s Expense Reimbursement Summary for March
GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION:
15. Regional Water Authority Drought Contingency Plan and Regional Water Reliability Plan Joint
Meeting
16. Executive Order B-40-17
17. Water Forum Monthly Runoff and Allocation Report April 2017
18. News Articles
19. Director’s Written and/or Oral Reports
CALENDARS AND COMMITTEES:
20. Meetings Calendars:
a. 2017 Board Meeting Calendar
b. Meeting/Conference Calendar – May
c. Meeting/Conference Calendar – June
21. Board Representatives Committees Assignments
The next meeting of the Board of Directors will be a Regular Board Meeting held on:
Monday, May 22, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 1

General Manager’s Report
by Steve Nugent
March-April 2017
Administration:
Public Outreach: Updates to the website continue to take place to keep the public informed of the
District’s activities to include: Drought Stages and Pipeline Projects.
Drought / Water Conservation: The District is currently in normal supply conditions. The State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) requires reporting on residential Gallons Per Capita Day (GPCD).
For the month of March, CWD’s GPCD for residential customers was 87 which is a 37% reduction for
March and a 31% reduction from June 2015 to March 2017.
Aerojet Activity: GET LA and GET LB are operating as designed and are meeting water quality
requirements.
Ongoing and Upcoming:
1. SEC Award – received award
2. Boyer Pipeline Project – under construction.
3. Regional Water Reliability Plan – joint RWRP Meeting
4. SWRCB Conservation Plan – implementing Executive Order B-37-16
5. GSWC/Aerojet Water Transfers – not likely for this year
6. CWD/DPMWD water intertie effort – under design
7. CWD Petition to SWRCB on lead testing – waiting for response from SWRCB
8. Board Member compensation – working
Staff had applied for the Sacramento Environmental Commission Award for the American River
Pipeline Conveyance Project, on April 17th CWD received the award for the project.
Regional Water Reliability Plan: I attended the RWA Regional Drought Contingency Plan and
Regional Water Reliability Plan Joint Meeting. The power point presentation is included in agenda
under General Correspondence/Information. Under drought resiliency there were 138 Identified
mitigation actions of which 10 are Implemented or under implementation; 63 were duplicates or
redundant; 7 were considered low for both objectives; and 58 retained as mitigation actions.
Included as an attachment to Agenda Item 13 is the Governor’s Plan “Making Water Conservation a
California Way of Life”. Also attached is the summary of proposed legislation and RWA proposed
conservation bills.
Associations:
ACWA: Submitted application for the Clair Hill Award for the American River Conveyance project;
however, the project was not select as a finalist for the award.
I participated in the ACWA Webinar on unimpaired flow criteria. ACWA has drafted a support letter to
oppose the SWRCB recent efforts.
RWA: No report.
SGA: No Report.
Water Caucus: Cal Water Fix rebuttal hearing is scheduled for the first week in May. The SWRCB is
attacking MBK’s modeling effort.

The Flow Management Standard (FMS) has been presented to the SWRCB and USBR.
Babbitt Negotiations: Babbitt has had several meetings with a small group of stakeholders. They have
created a 4 page term sheet that I have asked for a copy of. It looks like their asks are approval and
continuing acceptance of the FMS, funding for habitat improvement on the Lower American River,
funding for Water Forums, and approval on water transfers. The stakeholders are drafting white
papers on groundwater substitutions, direct groundwater transfers, and conserved water.
Legislation: Please see attached list of bills.
Meetings (# meetings) with:
 Aerojet remediation (1)
 Golden State Water Company – future water sales (1)
 Fair Oaks Water District – water transfers and joint agreement (1)
 Del Paso Manor Water District – future intertie project (2)
 RWA Lobbyist (1)
 RWA Regional Water Reliability (1)
 Staffing interviews (5)

AGENDA ITEM 2

District Activity Report
March 2017
District Overview:
In-house staff training: Training is continuing on an ongoing basis by the department managers and through
online training. Departmental meetings are held on an ongoing schedule for training, compliance, safety,
customer service and District updates. Individual manager and exempt employee meetings are continuing on
a one-on-one basis to discuss and review budget, operations and activities.
Meetings (17) attended:
 Exempt employees – supervisors/HR/IT (5)
 Project Workgroup (2)
 Staff (7)
 Webinar
 RWA Lobbyist
 Aerojet
 Training with new staff
Information Technology:
Infrastructure and Planning: CSM billing upgrades – upgrade to server and client side computers; many
updates and bug fixes, primarily on the billing side of financial services; meter reading system – installed new
updates to electronic meter reading software; worked on server recourses to increase the speed of the CSM
monthly billing process;
Reporting: planning and forecasting for network and systems maintenance costs to be submitted for the next
budget year(s);
Routine: troubleshoot issues; normal IT duties as scheduled or as needed.
Human Resources:
Benefits/Payroll: assisted employees and retirees with benefits related issues;
Compliance: completed required reporting and postings;
Personnel: researched and handled personnel issues, questions; create/update documentation – job
descriptions, advertisements, posting documentation and recruitment distribution; five open positions
(Officially three positions were filled but one vacated again so that position reopened); one new employee;
succession planning activities – one open position;
Security/Building Maintenance: coordinate District needs.

Public Information Activity by Chris Nelson
Public Outreach:
Upcoming Events:
 Mulch Event – May 6, 2017, 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
 Taste of Carmichael – May 19, 2017, 5:30 PM – 8:00 PM
Website Updates:
 Announcements
 Employment
 Menu Updates
 Board Meeting Information
 Documents/Forms
 Salary/Pay Bands
 Outreach Event Updates
Mandatory Water Conservation Regulation: On June 1, 2015 the State Water Resources Control Board’s
(SWRCB) Mandatory Water Conservation Regulation went into effect. Elements of the program include:
 Prohibitions on specific water use such as no washing down paved surfaces and no watering within 48
hours of rainfall.
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Mandatory water use reductions based on 2013 production data. The District’s current reduction
target is 0%.
Mandatory monthly reporting.

Reporting: Utilizing the SWRCB guidelines, staff reported the following Residential Gallons Per Capita Day
(R-GPCD), monthly reduction, and cumulative reduction data for March 2017:
R-GPCD
84

Monthly
Reduction
37%

* Cumulative
Reduction
31%

* June 2015 to March 2017
Regional Water Reductions: The total water use reduction for Sacramento area water agencies for February
2017 was 25%.
Drought: On April 7, 2017 Governor Brown lifted the January 17, 2014 drought declaration for the majority of
California. The Governor’s Executive Order B-40-17 directs the State Water Board to rescind the water supply
stress test for urban water suppliers as well any remaining mandatory conservation standards. It also directs
the SWRCB to maintain urban water use reporting requirements, and prohibitions on wasteful practices such
as watering during or after rainfall, hosing off sidewalks, and irrigating ornamental turf on public street
medians. Although the District will no longer be subject to mandatory reductions; reporting and prohibition
requirements will remain in effect until they expire in October 2017. A copy of Executive Order B-40-17 has
been included in the Board Packet.
Long Term Conservation Legislation: On May 9, 2016 Governor Brown issued Executive Order B-37-16.
Elements of the Executive Order call for further water use efficiency improvements that include:
 Developing new urban water use targets that generate more water conservation than existing SBX7-7
requirements
 Reducing water loss
 Stricter urban Water Shortage Contingency Plans and reporting requirements
On April 7, 2017, the Governor’s Office released the Final Report (Report) with recommendations for
implementing EO B-37-16 titled Making Water Conservation a California Way of Life. The Report describes a
framework for implementing the Governor’s May 9, 2016 Executive Order and includes a number of
recommendations and proposals on the four key elements, eliminating water waste, strengthening local
drought resiliency, and improving agricultural water use efficiency and drought planning. The Administration
also released proposed legislative language to implement elements of the Report. District staff provided
comments to the initial draft framework requesting that the report be modified to emphasize local investments
in drought-resiliency and ongoing water-use efficiency and leave discretion with local water agencies to
choose appropriate management strategies.
Water Efficiency Activities
Public Outreach Events
Water Waste
Water Waste Fines
Customer Assistance
Water Efficiency Surveys

Month
0
4
0
5
8

FYTD
6
107
0
69
75

Water Treatment and Production Activity by Mark McClintock
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) Maintenance: Production Staff performed several Chemical Clean-in-Place
(CIP’s) on the primary membrane units due to the high river turbidity. The Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)
was replaced on Treated Water Pump 711. The original VFD has been in operation since the plant was
commissioned in 2001. VFD’s are an integral part of the treated water delivery system and allows the treated
water pumps to establish and maintain stable pressure throughout the distribution system.
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Production Charts and Graphs:

CWD Monthly Water Production, Million Gallons (MG) 2011-2017
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

2016-17

357.82

353.35

299.41

193.38

123.16

115.61

113.74

96.26

116.84

2015-16

287.66

283.68

259.99

213.09

128.89

107.92

100.49

97.72

2014-15

373.21

338.74

294.65

240.50

153.63

116.73

120.74

2013-14

470.97

434.57

349.04

306.94

212.49

160.96

158.30

2012-13

474.75

465.78

391.92

287.92

150.24

123.99

2011-12

448.20

454.95

402.18

237.81

162.12

Avg.

402.10

388.51

332.87

246.61

155.09

Daily

12.97

12.53

11.10

7.96

5.17

Apr

May

Jun

107.12

148.87

219.44

308.84

2263.71

110.98

168.88

175.83

214.05

255.44

2563.38

109.17

132.71

164.82

283.33

358.07

3141.37

123.20

128.54

186.95

233.28

370.15

411.86

3348.58

158.97

158.05

136.99

140.45

153.99

321.46

418.58

3193.75

130.70

129.09

113.28

142.16

175.36

281.69

350.56

2902.16

4.22

4.16

4.05

4.59

5.85

9.09

11.69

Totals
1769.57

Mar-17

Feb-17

Jan-17

Dec-16

Nov-16

Oct-16

Sep-16

Aug-16

Jul-16

Jun-16

May-16

Apr-16

Mar-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Feb-16

PERIOD 7/1/2014- 3/31/2017

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Jul-15

X ONE THOUSAND

FY

PRODUTION - 100 CUBIC FEET UNITS

Production
Production from same month last year
System Monthly Production Average
Peak Day – March 19th

Up/ Down
Up

Month
9%
3.8 MGD
4.9 MGD

6 Year Running
Average
18%

Up/ Down
Down

Surface Water

Total Production Allocation
Surface Water
Groundwater

Mar-17

Feb-17

Jan-17

Dec-16

Nov-16

Oct-16

Sep-16

Aug-16

Jul-16

Jun-16

May-16

Apr-16

Mar-16

Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

500
400
300
200
100
0
Jul-15

X one million

CWD Combined Surface & Ground Water Usage

Ground Water

93%
7%
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C.W.D. Combined Surface & Groundwater Monthly Water Totals for FY 2016/2017
(Information is in million gallons)
Location

Active Wells

Jul-16

Aug-16

Sep-16

Oct-16

Nov-16

Dec-16

Jan-17

Feb-17

Mar-17

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.00

54.368

54.123

35.124

3.418

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

147.03

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.00

Garfield

40.600

7.518

17.232

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

65.35

La Vista

14.047

13.363

21.876

5.277

0.000

0.103

3.962

14.905

8.424

81.96
294.34

Barrett School
Willow Park
Winding Way

Apr-17

0.00

Jun-17

0.00

Totals

Ground Water

109.02

75.00

74.23

8.70

0.00

.10

3.962

14.91

8.42

Surface Water *

248.80

278.35

226.77

186.48

125.27

117.58

236.57

207.12

247.79

1874.73

0.00

0.00

1.59

1.80

2.11

2.07

126.79

125.77

139.37

399.50

CWD Surface

248.80

278.35

225.18

184.68

123.16

115.51

109.78

81.35

108.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

1475.23

CWD Monthly Total

357.82

353.35

299.41

193.38

123.16

115.61

113.74

96.26

116.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

1769.57

GSWC Delivery

0.00

May-17

*Total production water from the Bajamont Water Treatment Plant (BWTP)

Well Sites, Reservoirs & Distribution System: The WTP provided 93% of the water supply for CWD in
March. La Vista Well was operating as needed for additional supply.
GSWC Delivery: CWD delivered 139.37 MG to GSWC in March.

Month

CWD Remediated Groundwater Usage in Acre/Feet (AF)
CWD
Beginning
GET LA & LB
Total Available Usage Plus
Allocation
Discharge
15% Loss

Remaining
Allocation

October

5,000.00

147.80

5,147.80

673.27

4,474.53

November

4,474.53

173.71

4,648.24

452.29

4,195.95

December

4,195.95

173.12

4,369.07

424.51

3,944.56

January

3,944.56

194.68

4,139.24

396.35

3,742.89

February

3,742.89

107.93

3,850.82

293.71

3,557.11

March

3,557.11

183.11

3,740.22

391.41

3,348.81

Water Quality Activity
Backflow Assemblies Tested
Failed Tests
Water Quality
Taste and Odor
Color
Turbidity/Air
High Pressure
Low Pressure

Month
45
1

FYTD
466
30

1
0
1
0
0

7
0
6
0
3

There were two (2) water quality complaints for the month of March. One complaint was for Taste & Odor and
one complaint was for turbidity. Both were isolated complaints. The areas where the complaints occurred
were investigated and thoroughly flushed.
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Financial Services Activity
Billing and Collections Information:
Billing
Period

Billing

Service
Charge

Total
Usage

Flat Rate
(Fire/6 SF )

FY 2015-16
Totals
8,746,412
$ 574,653

FY 2016-17
Totals

Previous
Aug-16
June-July
$ 214,301
$ 191,515
$ 12,142
417,958
Sep-16
July-Aug
452,495
614,333
23,208
1,090,036
Oct-16
Aug-Sept
428,701
681,457
25,642
1,135,800
Nov-16
Sept-Oct
451,296
430,315
22,570
904,181
Dec-16
Oct-Nov
428,701
289,281
20,916
738,898
Jan-17
Nov-Dec
451,922
175,732
21,728
649,382
Feb-17
Dec-Jan
454,572
177,215
20,111
651,898
Mar-17
Jan-Feb
505,939
153,704
19,378
679,022
Apr-17
Feb-Mar
480,614
171,691
29,210
681,516
May-17
Mar-Apr
0
Jun-17
Apr-May
0
Jul-17
May-June
0
Totals
$3,868,542
$2,885,243
$ 194,906
$9,321,065
6,948,690
Billing and Collections Information: Note: Billing chart represents cycle billings only and does not include collection
or adjustment activities. Regular billings for July and August are split between two fiscal years reporting water sales for
the period of June and July.
Consumption
Period

Non
Non
Residential Residential Residential Residential
Residential Residential
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2
Usage
Dollars
Usage
Dollars
Usage
Dollars
Aug-16
July
35,463
$ 49,648
18,866 $ 22,450
81,236
$ 119,417
Sep-16
July-Aug
116,421 $ 162,989
60,718 $ 72,254
257,884
$ 379,090
Oct-16
Aug-Sept
160,624 $ 224,874
53,491 $ 63,654
267,298
$ 392,928
Nov-16
Sept-Oct
84,381 $ 118,134
59,990 $ 71,388
163,805
$ 240,793
Dec-16
Oct-Nov
71,781 $ 100,493
50,744 $ 60,385
87,350
$ 128,404
Jan-17
Nov-Dec
43,173
$ 60,442
51,404 $ 61,171
36,816
$ 54,119
Feb-17
Dec-Jan
92,399 $ 129,358
29,327 $ 34,899
8,814
$ 12,957
Rate Change
Usage
Dollars
Mar-17
Jan-Feb
109,789 $ 153,704
Apr-17
Feb-Mar
122,637 $ 171,691
May-17
Mar-Apr
0
Jun-17
Apr-May
0
Jul-17
May-June
0
Totals
836,667 $1,171,333
324,539 $ 386,201
903,203 $1,327,708
Consumption Chart: The chart below represents the breakdown of consumption in both units and dollars. (One unit (1)
= 100 cubic feet (CCF) or 748 gallons). The dollars in the chart below equals the total usage column above.
Billing

Collections:
DATE

Jul-16
Aug-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17

Past Due
Notices

48 Hours
Notices

Shut
Offs

Collections Activity

586
997
838
963
796
1098
894
847
678

60
76
86
88
119
79
67
80
106

9
11
19
16
21
22
11
26
15

Outstanding A/R
Outstanding Liens (11)
Properties Off to Date

YTD

111,987
7,446
16

Collections Notes: Verification of properties off to date has been updated to reflect only properties that have been shut
off or liened. Vacant lots have been moved into a separate category for tracking purposes.
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Distribution Department Activities by Scott Bair
Gunn Rd. Mainline Project: C. E. Cox General has installed the water main and service connection. Paving
took place the week of March 27, 2017. The only outstanding item remaining is the type 2 slurry seal which is
scheduled for the week of April 10, 2017, weather permitting.
Boyer Dr. Mainline Project: The mandatory pre-bid meeting was held on February 23, 2017 with nine
contractors present. The bid opening was conducted on March 16, 2017 at 10:30 AM. Rawles Engineering
was awarded the bid for this project. They are expected to start construction the week of April 10, 2017.
Sacramento Environmental Management Inspection: This inspection was conducted on March 3, 2017 in
which one minor corrective action was noted. Staff immediately corrected this deficiency and proof of
correction was sent to the county inspection officer that same day.
Sacramento County Projects: Sacramento County improvements require any permitted public utility to
relocate its encroachment at the utility’s expense within the time specified per Section 1463 of the Streets and
Highways Code.
Sacramento County now completes the entire design process of all projects and places them in a que with
planning stages: A - preliminary; B – 60% design; and C – ready for construction. When funding comes
available, the County projects are ready to go out to bid with little or no notice to the community or utilities.
The Fair Oaks Blvd Widening Project Phase 3 is a good example of this process that moved the project start
date ahead of its original scheduled time.
After speaking with one of Sacramento County’s head engineers, the County may receive accelerated federal
grant funding money that may move certain projects ahead of their projected and/or scheduled start dates.
Next fiscal year and moving forward, the District will need to establish an annual budget for District required
work for “Sacramento County Projects” in its Distribution PSM budget and consider a reserve fund for County
accelerated District requirements.
The following are scheduled Sac County projects.
 Fair Oaks Blvd Beatification and Widening Project: Engle to Landis. Teichert is working on installing
new traffic signals at Landis Ave, several planter areas and sidewalks within the limits of the project.
District work has been completed.
 Garfield Ave Bike Lane, Sidewalk, Street Light and Storm Drain Project: I have received the “C” plans
for this project. By working directly with the County’s engineer I was able to lessen the overall impact
to the District by meeting the County’s engineer on site and providing water main depths at three
storm drain crossings. The County has revised the storm drain drop inlet elevations to cross over the
existing water mains. Construction has been deferred until spring of 2018. The required “Letter of
Liability” has been submitted to the County.
 Engle Rd. and Walnut Ave Sidewalk and Signal Light Project: “C” plans for this project have been
received. After working with the County’s engineer and further review of the plans the impacts to the
District will be minimal. There is always a possibility that the District will need to raise/lower two water
valve boxes and a couple of water service connections within the limits of construction due to sidewalk
improvements and driveway reconstruction. The required “Letter of Liability” to the County has been
submitted. This project is scheduled to be awarded in January 2017 with construction to begin April
17, 2017. District work is anticipated to be minimal and will be completed by CWD staff under existing
budget.
 Vernon and Kenneth Ave Storm Drain Improvement Project: The District has received the “C” plans for
this project which is scheduled to start June 26, 2017.
 Landis Ave Storm Drain Improvement Project: This project is in the “A” planning stage and facility
relocations are unknown at this time.
 Palm Dr. Drainage Improvement Project: This project is in the “B” planning stage and could move to
construction at any time.
 Fair Oaks Blvd. Beatification and Widening Project: Marconi Ave to North Ave. “B” plans for this
project have been received and are under review at this time. This project is scheduled to start in April
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2018. Due to the amount of District owned and operated facilities that must be relocated the District
should budget for and put this project out to competitive bid FY 2017-2018.
Coordination of the work on the Sacramento County projects is requiring additional District costs with
relocation of District assets, and staffing to monitor and inspect for County construction site unknown and
changed conditions.
Training and Personnel: Employees are receiving on-going training as part of the District’s Injury Illness
Prevention Program (IIPP). Interviews were conducted for the Distribution operator position.
Fire Hydrant Maintenance Program: Field personnel are continuing with the annual fire hydrant maintenance
(inspect, flush, lube and clean each unit) program in which staff logs all District hydrant information.
PSM and O&M Activity
Capital Replacements (PSM)
Meter Change Outs
Meter Cut Ins
Meter Drop Ins
Service Lines
Main Line Valves
Fire Hydrants
Repairs/Maintenance (O&M)
R900i Meter Register Change Outs
Service Lines
Main Lines
Fire Hydrant
Box and Lid Replace/Repair
Customer Assist
Assist w/Private Repairs
Water Waste
Misc. Repairs

Month

YTD

5
0
2
10
0
0

144
1
7
60
4
5

67
10
0
1
9
61
19
0
1

400
58
35
18
70
530
170
13
36
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AGENDA ITEM 4

Regular Board Meeting – March 20, 2017, 7:00 p.m.
Carmichael Water District Board Room
7837 Fair Oaks Boulevard
Carmichael, CA 95608
MINUTES
The Board of Directors of the Carmichael Water District met in Regular Session this 20th day of March at 7:00
p.m. at the District Office located at 7837 Fair Oaks Boulevard, Carmichael.
ATTENDANCE:
Directors: Mark Emmerson, John Wallace, Paul Selsky, Ron Greenwood
Staff:

Steve Nugent, Lynette Moreno, Chris Nelson, Shelby Kalisiak

Guest:

Zero (0) guests.

Public:

Three (3) members of the public

CALL TO ORDER: President Emmerson called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
DISTRICT REPORTS:
1.

General Manager’s Written Report
Discussed with Board
Seth Hodges commented

2.

District Activity Written Report Presented by the Assistant General Manager
Discussed with Board

PUBLIC COMMENT:
3.

Public Comment
Seth Hodges commented that he attended the Citizen Advisory Meeting and was concerned with EPA cuts.

CONSENT CALENDAR:
4.

Minutes for the Regular Board Meeting – February 27, 2017
M/S Wallace / Selsky to approve the Minutes for the Regular Board Meeting – February 27, 2017.
Roy Leidy
Ron Greenwood
Mark Emmerson
John Wallace
Paul Selsky
Board Totals:
Passed Unanimously:

5.

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent







Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay

Ayes:

3

Nays:

Absent:

1

Yes



Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain:

Paid Expenditures Report – January 2017
M/S Wallace / Selsky to approve the Paid Expenditures Report – February 2017.
Roy Leidy
Ron Greenwood
Mark Emmerson
John Wallace
Paul Selsky
Board Totals:
Passed Unanimously:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent








Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain

Ayes:

4

Nays:

Absent:

1

Abstain:

Yes





1

REGULAR BOARD MEETING MINUTES FOR MARCH 20, 2017
ACTION CALENDAR: N/A
STAFF REPORTS/INFORMATION:
6.

Director’s Expense Reimbursement Summary for February

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION:
7.

Regional Water Authority Strategic Plan 2018
Discussed with Board
Seth Hodges commented

8.
9.

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan Vulnerability Summary
Discussed with Board
San Juan Water District Wholesale Water Management and Reliability Study

10.

Water Forum Monthly Runoff and Allocation Report March 2017

11.

News Articles

12.

Director’s Written and/or Oral Reports
Director Selsky: No Report
Director Wallace: No Report
Director Emmerson:
a. Regional Water Authority Legislation
Seth Hodges Commented
Director Leidy: Absent
Director Greenwood:
a. Capitol to Capitol Pre-Meetings

CALENDARS AND COMMITTEES:
Meetings Calendars:
a. 2017 Board Meeting Calendar
b. Meeting/Conference Calendar – April
c. Meeting/Conference Calendar – May
14. Board Representatives Committees Assignments
13.

ADJOURNMENT: The regular meeting was adjourned at: 8:09 p.m.
The next meeting of the Board of Directors will be a Regular Board Meeting held on:
Monday, April 17, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. – Cancelled
A Special Board Meeting will be held on:
Monday, April 24, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.

Mark R. Emmerson, President

Steve Nugent, Secretary
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AGNEDA ITEM 5

CARMICHAEL WATER DISTRICT
Investment Transaction Report
For the period March 1 to March 31, 2017

Investment Description

DESIGNATED FUNDS
Membrane Replacement Fund

Beginning Balance
3/1/2017

Income/
FV adjustment

Deposits/
Transfers in

Withdrawals/
Transfers out

Fair value (FV)/
Ending Balance
3/31/2017

Investment Type

Issuer

Maturity
Dates

Interest
Rate/yield

Cash

West America Bank

N/A

0.35%

Investment pool

LAIF

N/A

0.68%

552,795.60

-

-

-

552,795.60

Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF)

1,816,685.00

-

-

-

1,816,685.00

RESTRICTED FUNDS
2010 COP Installment payment fund

26,282.76

3.08

-

-

26,285.84

Money market

Union Bank

N/A

0.10%

2010 COP Reserve Fund - cash

17,760.18

866.48

-

-

18,626.66

Money market

Union Bank

N/A

0.10%

Certificates of deposit

Various

1-4 yrs

0.85-2.0%

2010 COP Reserve Fund - investments

2,217,306.35

(7,034.77)

-

(866.48)

2,209,405.10

Facility Fees

160,402.28

9.67

-

-

160,411.95

Cash

West America Bank

N/A

0.07%

CERBT: OPEB trust fund*
*Quarterly valuation
TOTAL

444,824.94

19,763.78

-

(95.71)

464,493.01

Investment pool

CalPERS

Various

Various

5,236,057.11

13,608.24

-

(962.19)

5,248,703.16

AGENDA ITEM 6

AGENDA ITEM 7

Carmichael Water District
FY2016-2017 Budget Summary
March 31, 2017
March
Actual

YTD
Actual

Fiscal Yr
Budget

$
Difference

%
Budget

Revenue
Water sales
Water service fees
Water treatment and delivery charges
Miscellaneous revenue
Aerojet testing reimbursement
Lease revenue (Bajamont GET L1)
Interest income
Grant revenue
COTP revenue
Facility fees
Backflow testing program fees
CIP annual contribution:GSWC
Firm capacity right installment income

TOTAL REVENUE

$

$684,902
2,840
37,719
3
0
0
49
0
0
0
2,460
0
0

$6,250,732
20,330
78,565
9,062
1,050
707
2,389
1,683
0
59,040
27,930
0
1,000,000

$10,305,000
15,500
512,500
5,200
5,200
0
6,700
0
20,000
5,000
29,795
18,040
1,000,000

$4,054,268
4,830
(433,935)
3,862
(4,150)
707
(4,311)
0
(20,000)
54,040
(1,865)
(18,040)
0

60.66%
131.16%
15.33%
174.27%
20.19%
0.00%
35.66%
0.00%
0.00%
1180.80%
93.74%
0.00%
100.00%

727,973

$ 7,451,488

$ 11,922,935

$ (4,471,447)

62.50%

79,021
6,500
7,046
759
1,686
0
5,522
0
3,184
300
819
2,067

496,240
34,961
289,247
126,026
12,433
91,956
83,726
88,378
56,662
130,175
27,589
13,672

684,535
48,872
448,046
218,750
39,639
199,721
152,305
97,753
100,911
140,952
101,820
36,645

(188,295)
(13,911)
(158,799)
(92,724)
(27,206)
(107,765)
(68,579)
(9,375)
(44,249)
(10,777)
(74,231)
(22,973)

72.49%
71.54%
64.56%
57.61%
31.37%
46.04%
54.97%
90.41%
56.15%
92.35%
27.10%
37.31%

106,904

1,451,065

2,269,949

(818,884)

63.93%

20,804
1,769
1,715
4,356
0
23,525

209,677
17,799
115,753
30,603
6,808
75,146

348,623
28,841
193,846
52,600
15,700
121,900

(138,946)
(11,042)
(78,093)
(21,997)
(8,892)
(46,754)

60.14%
61.71%
59.71%
58.18%
43.36%
61.65%

52,169

455,786

761,510

(305,724)

59.85%

59,117
4,558
5,029
1,479
1,036
3,315
3,621
16,463

362,674
30,710
185,279
29,128
10,064
37,048
83,534
146,713

387,284
29,831
192,619
80,800
17,600
92,500
280,000
335,500

(24,610)
879
(7,340)
(51,672)
(7,536)
(55,452)
(196,466)
(188,787)

93.65%
102.95%
96.19%
36.05%
57.18%
40.05%
29.83%
43.73%

94,618

885,150

1,416,134

(530,984)

62.50%

50,978
3,925
4,107
55,044
875
1,160
30,514
3,182
7,311
53,221

343,300
28,568
134,154
512,030
9,810
13,687
108,718
13,763
72,287
83,571

480,263
38,911
196,362
1,094,250
20,500
21,500
51,250
21,650
129,000
64,900

(136,963)
(10,343)
(62,208)
(582,220)
(10,690)
(7,813)
57,468
(7,887)
(56,713)
18,671

71.48%
73.42%
68.32%
46.79%
47.85%
63.66%
212.13%
63.57%
56.04%
128.77%

210,317

1,319,888

2,118,586

(798,698)

62.30%

464,008

$ 4,111,889

$ 6,566,179

$ (2,454,290)

62.62%

Administrative Services expenses
Personnel
Payroll taxes
Benefits
Board
General
Insurance
Information technology
Dues and memberships
Facility maintenance
Fee/Permits/Services
Outreach
Human resources

Total Administrative Services expenses
Financial Services Expenses
Personnel
Payroll taxes
Benefits
Accounting
General
Billing

Total Financial Services expenses
Distribution Expenses
Personnel
Payroll taxes
Benefits
General
Fees/Permits/Services
Vehicle maintenance
Road restoration
Infrastructure repairs

Total Distribution expenses
Production Expenses
Personnel
Payroll taxes
Benefits
Power
Water quality
Facilities maintenance
WTP maintenance
Well site/res maintenance
General
Fees/Permits/Services

Total Production expenses
Total District O&M expenses

$
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Carmichael Water District
FY2016-2017 Budget Summary
March 31, 2017
March
Actual

YTD
Actual

Fiscal Yr
Budget

$
Difference

%
Budget

Capital assets
Transportation/mobile equipment
Meters
Mainline valves
Service lines
Fire hydrants
Materials inventory

Total capital assets

2,360
379
0
6,521
0
(18,152)

2,360
52,225
16,397
79,108
27,830
465,661

0
102,411
42,028
225,326
33,109
404,460

2,360
(50,186)
(25,631)
(146,218)
(5,279)
61,201

0.00%
51.00%
39.01%
35.11%
84.06%
115.13%

(8,892)

643,581

807,334

(163,753)

79.72%

152,056
47,038
0
0
0
0

512,621
460,941
0
102,321
110,708
0

945,369
0
12,000
125,000
135,000
21,300

(432,748)
460,941
(12,000)
(22,679)
(24,292)
(21,300)

54.22%
0.00%
0.00%
81.86%
82.01%
0.00%

199,094

1,186,591

1,238,669

(52,078)

95.80%

190,202

$ 1,830,172

$ 2,046,003

$ (215,831)

89.45%

0
0

974,342
(974,342)

0.00%
0.00%

Planned system maintenance (PSM)
Mainline replacements
River crossing demolition
GIS equipment
Production equipment
Distribution equipment
Information technology equipment

Total planned system maintenance
Total Capital assets and PSM

$

American River pipeline conveyance
Expense disbursements
Reimbursements

0
0

Total American River pipeline conveyance

974,342
(974,342)

0

0

0

0

0.00%

0

1,770,406

2,184,325

(413,919)

81.05%

0

1,770,406

2,184,325

(413,919)

81.05%

0
0

200,000
448,486

200,000
440,000

0
8,486

100.00%
101.93%

Total reserve funding

0

648,486

640,000

8,486

101.33%

Total debt service and reserve funding

0

2,418,892

2,824,325

(405,433)

85.64%

190,202

$ 4,249,064

$ 4,870,328

$ (621,264)

87.24%

Total District revenue

727,973

7,451,488

11,922,935

(4,471,447)

62.50%

Total District expenses, funding

654,210

8,360,953

11,436,507

(3,075,554)

73.11%

73,763

$ (909,465) $

486,428

$ (1,395,893)

(186.97%)

Debt Service
COP

Total debt service
Reserve funding
Membrane replacement
OPEB funding

Total Capital Assets, Debt Service, Reserves $
Budget Summary

Net operating gain (loss)

$

March
Actual

Membrane replacement funding

0
0

Membrane expenses
Membrane inventory to be expensed
Membrane funding, beginning balance
Transfers to General Fund for membrane purchases
Budgetary transfer from General fund
Membrane replacement balance

YTD
Actual

$

552,796
0
0
552,796 $

8,033
0
355,845
(3,049)
200,000
552,796

(1) This is a Budget Summary document only. This document does not incorporate all activities of the Financial Statements.
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AGENDA ITEM 8

MEMO
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Management Staff

RE:

Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-2017 Budget Adjustment

DATE:

April 20, 2017

Budget Adjustments:
Staff presents the following quarterly budget adjustments.
Carryover Expenses
A contract was awarded to complete the River Crossing demolition of the exposed American River
pipeline as part of the project. The District had budgeted $500,000 for removal and there are carry
forward expenses that were paid on that project to complete it in FY 2016-2017.
The FY 2016-17 Planned System Maintenance Budget (PSM) Budget needs to be adjusted for the
following carry forward from the previous fiscal year:
River Crossing Demo
PSM – River Crossing Demo
Total Carryover

500,000
$500,000

Reallocation of Expenses in the O&M Budget
Below is an accounting of the necessary Budget adjustments to the Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Budget. These adjustments do not affect the bottom line of the FY Budget. They are reallocation of
expenditures that were already included in the O&M budgets in different budget accounts.
Production Budget:
Standby Power System and Generator Failure at the WTP. Reallocation within Production O&M budget
is as follows:
From: Power - SMUD – WTP
(77,219.00)
To: WTP Maintenance
77,219.00
Antennae Tower Rehabilitation at the WTP. Reallocation within Production O&M budget is as follows:
From: Power - SMUD – WTP
(46,974.00)
To: Treated Water Pump - WTP
46,974.00
Staff will continue to monitor the Budget for any additional requirements for modifications to the budget
on a quarterly basis and will bring adjustments back to the Board as needed.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors authorize the General Manager to have staff complete the
FY 2016-17 Budget Adjustments as identified.
FY 2016-17 Budget Adjustments
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AGENDA ITEM 9

MEMO
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Management Staff

RE:

Restructuring Admin Services Department and Job Classifications

DATE:

April 6, 2017

Due to the recent retirements and staffing changes, management staff has been reviewing the operations
of all departments, evaluated the existing staffing, promotional opportunities and recruitment challenges
and recommends the Financial Services and Administrative Services departments be combined and
organized under the Admin Services department. As these two departments contain traditionally
individual contributing positions that cross between the departments this will allow for streamlining and
efficiency, promotions, additional cross training, growth, advancement, and teamwork opportunities.
The restructuring would allow for elimination of the Financial Services Supervisor (exempt) position;
promotion of the Billing Specialist to the new Billing Supervisor (non-exempt) position; change of titles
for Financial Support Specialists to Billing Support; addition of one billing support position; and change
of title for Assessment Coordinator to Inventory Specialist. The proposed salary bands for the positions
incorporate District policy standard salary survey results and requirements applicable to the individual
positions. The proposed salary bands for FY 2016-2017 are as follows:
NON-EXEMPT POSITIONS
Annual Range
Title

Minimum

Maximum

Billing Support Trainee

21,840

22,942

Billing Support 1

23,920

29,078

Billing Support 2

29,120

35,402

Billing Specialist 1

35,360

42,973

Billing Specialist 2

43,680

53,102

Billing Supervisor

54,080

65,749

Inventory Specialist

47,258

57,450

Change in the salary bands requires Board approval and were discussed with the finance committee prior
to presentation to the full Board.
Recommendation:
Management staff recommends that the Board of Directors approves:
a. the FY 2016-2017 addition of the Billing Supervisor position;
b. the elimination of the Financial Services Supervisor; and
c. adoption of the FY 2016-2017 published salary bands for the list above.
Admin Services Restructuring
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AGENDA ITEM 10

CARMICHAEL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION 04242017-1
A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCIES’
POLICY STATEMENT ON BAY-DELTA FLOW REQUIREMENTS

WHEREAS, California is facing a defining moment in water policy that will be substantially
impacted by the State Water Resources Control Board’s approach to water quality objectives under the
Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; and
WHEREAS, the State Water Board has the responsibility for updating the Bay-Delta Plan in a
manner that establishes water quality objectives that ensure the reasonable protection of all beneficial uses
of water in a way that is consistent with the coequal goals of improving water supply reliability and
protecting, restoring and enhancing the delta ecosystem with respect to the commitments made in the
California Water Action Plan; and
WHEREAS, the State Water Board staff’s current proposal, which focuses singularly on an
“unimpaired flow” approach, is irreconcilable with a policy of coequal goals of improving both water
supply reliability and ecosystem health; it is also inconsistent with the broader water policy objectives of
the Brown Administration; and
WHEREAS, the ACWA Board of Directors has unanimously adopted a strong policy statement
which calls for a better approach that can more effectively achieve ecological objectives while
maintaining water supply reliability. The statement calls on the State Water Board to set aside its
“unimpaired flow” approach and heed Governor Jerry Brown’s call for negotiated agreements, which
have been successful on many rivers and tributaries in California.
WHEREAS, the ACWA statement notes that to be successful, the State’s flow policy must be
consistent with the principles of collaboration, comprehensive solutions, science, functional flows,
economic considerations, consistency with State policy, and leadership; and
WHEREAS, California’s local urban and agricultural water managers are united in their vision
for a future that includes a vibrant California economy as well as healthy ecosystems and fish populations,
and believe that vision is best achieved through a comprehensive, collaborative approach;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of Carmichael Water
District hereby supports ACWA’s Policy Statement on Bay-Delta Flows and encourages the State Water
Resources Control Board to embrace the approach articulated in ACWA’s policy statement.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors by the following vote:
Ron Greenwood
Roy Leidy
Mark Emmerson
John Wallace
Paul Selsky
Board Totals:
Passed Unanimously:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay
Nay

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain

Ayes:

Nays:

Absent:

Abstain:

Yes

Signed after its passage this 24th day of April 2017:

ATTEST: ______________________________
Steve Nugent, Secretary

____________________________
Mark Emmerson,
President Board of Directors

AGENDA ITEM 11

AGENDA ITEM 12

MEMO
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Management Staff

RE:

Association Memberships

DATE:

April 6, 2017

During the March 20, 2017 Regular Board Meeting the Board of Directors requested that staff
prepare a list of the District’s association memberships along with benefits and associated cost.
For your review is the compiled list of current associations/memberships and benefits offered,
along with a table of annual dues.
Current Association/Memberships


Association of California Water Agencies (ACWA)
o Legislative review, tracking, and representation
o Conferences
o ACWA/JPIA
 Pooled insurance coverage
 Workers compensation, property, dental, vison, life, EAP
 Compliance
 Injury Illness Prevention Program
 Brown Act
 Ethics
 Professional Development Programs
 Eight programs completed by District employees
 Two currently enrolled in programs
 User Groups
 Operations
 Human Resources
 Supervisor Basics
 Free online (Target Solutions) and in person ACWA/JPIA training
 Operator certification renewals
 Safety
 Employee relations
Below is a breakdown of District participation in ACWA/JPIA training:

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

In Person
39
22
38
28
1

Target Solutions
10
111
56
96
31



American Water Works Association
o Certification for cross connection control and water efficiency
o Free and discounted training in support of operator certification and compliance
o Industry Standards
 Water loss, metering, etc.
o Legislative updates
o Free safety program guidelines/materials
o Member alerts
 Media response templates regarding water quality, regulations, etc.



Regional Water Authority (RWA) General Membership –
o Grants
 Meter Retrofit Project, American River Pipeline Project, etc.
o Legislative analysis
 Draft comment letters
 Coalition letters
o Regional support and representation
 State Emergency Drought Regulations



RWA Lobbying Subscription
o Regional Lobbying



RWA Water Efficiency Program
o Free and discounted water efficiency training
o Grants
 Large landscape audits
 Water efficiency surveys
 Carmichael Park irrigation equipment upgrade
o Outreach programs
 Free Carmichael Blue Thumb neighbors program, Landscape Makeover
o Regional Messaging
 Media talking points
 Billboards
 Website and Newsletter messaging
o Regional Support
 Uniform water shortage stage/actions
 Urban Water Management Plan supporting materials and studies
o Peer support



RWA Water Reliability Study
o Regional Water Supply Reliability Planning
 Groundwater banking
 Vulnerability assessment
 Mitigation actions
 Regional drought supply reliability



Sacramento Groundwater Authority
o Legislative/Process
 Implementation of provisions of the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act

 Implementation of the groundwater management element of the Water
Forum Agreement
o Data
 Maps, tables, charts


Water Education Foundation
o Training
 Staff has participated in the Water Leaders Training Program
o Tours
 Board members and staff have attended torus through California at
discounted pricing
 Legislative Updates
o Annual Executive briefing attended by Board members and staff at discounted
price
Current Association/Memberships Cost
2017-2018
ACWA - Association of California Water
Agencies
16,511
AWWA - American Water Works Association
3,500
RWA - General Membership
24,972
RWA - Lobbying Subscription Program
10,000
RWA - Water Efficiency Program
15,366
*RWA - Water Reliability Study
0
SGA - General Membership
31,416
Water Education Foundation
1,150
Total
99,578
*PHASE 1 $7,800 NOT TO EXCEED $13,000 approved in FY 2016/2017;
PHASE 2 will need Board approval and a new agreement signed

Not included in this report are individual association memberships that have been incorporated
into Departmental Budgets. An example would be the Irrigation Association that provides
certification and training for water efficiency staff. Further individual memberships include:





American Backflow Prevention Association
American Membrane Technology Association
Groundwater Resources Association
Sacramento Water Works Association
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MEMO
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Management Staff

RE:

Executive Order B-37-16 Implementation Making Water Conservation a
California Way of Life

DATE:

April 19, 2017

On May 9, 2016 Governor Brown issued Executive Order (EO) B-37-16 with the goal of
establishing long-term water conservation standards in California. The EO designates several
responsibilities to the Department of Water Resources (DWR), California State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB), California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA), California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and California Energy Commission (CEC) (collectively,
the EO Agencies). The EO Agencies have worked collaboratively to identify actions and
recommendations to satisfy the directives issued by the Governor in the EO, and identify a
timeline for their implementation.
On November 30, 2016, the EO Agencies released a Draft Report with recommendations for
implementing EO B-37-16 followed by the release on April 7, 2017, of the final report titled
“Making Water Conservation a California Way of Life”(attachment A). The EO Agencies
prepared this report with a stakeholder process to inform the Governor, California Legislature,
and the public of recommended actions for implementing the following EO directives:





Use Water More Wisely
Eliminate Water Waste
Strengthen Local Drought Resilience
Improve Agricultural Water Use Efficiency and Drought Planning

Each directive requires specific actions to be taken in implementing the EO. This includes:
 The development of new more stringent water use targets that go beyond the “20X2020”
targets
 More stringent annual water loss reporting criteria
 The development of permanent regulations prohibiting certain practices such as washing
down paved surfaces
 Stronger requirements for urban Water Shortage Contingency Plans (WSCP) including
adequate actions to respond to droughts lasting at least five years and standardized water
shortage stages/reduction goals
 Permanent monthly water conservation reporting



Enforcement actions to include:
o Information orders
o Conservation orders
o Cease and desist orders
o Administrative civil liability penalties

Legislation
In order to implement the report’s recommendations requiring new authorities, the Governor’s
Office has released proposed legislative language (attachment B) in the form of California State
Budget Trailer Bill 810. Trailer Bill 810 bypasses the legislative process by providing the
SWRCB with permanent authority to mandate water use reductions and to make those reductions
more stringent over time. This would set enforceable statewide conservation targets that
fundamentally ignore unique local conditions, water rights and investments made by water
providers and their customers in building reliable water supplies. This would result in a one-sizefits-all approach that would essentially ration water even if local supplies are secure.
Supported by the Regional Water Authority (RWA), the Association of California Water
Agencies (ACWA) State Legislative Committee recently voted unanimously to support two
water agency developed legislative proposals (attachment C) related to Urban Water
Management Planning and long-term water use efficiency. The proposed legislation, AB 1654
and AB 968, would allow for the implementation of the EO directives while also providing the
following protections:
 Preserve the legislature’s authority
 Incorporate multiple compliance methods for water use targets
 No impact on water rights
 Maintain existing enforcement measures
 Ensure landscape area data used in target setting is accurate
 Provide monthly reporting to the State only during water shortage conditions
 Reliance on local water supplier planning
Following is a chart comparing trailer bill 810 to AB 1654 and AB 968 which highlights the
proposed expanded authority of the SWRCB.

Legilative Comparison
AB 968

AB 1654

Trailer Bill 810

Requires planning for 5-year drought cycle
Adds requirements to define authority,
communications plan, enforcement provisions,
review process

Requires planning for 5-year drought cycle
Adds requirements to define authority,
communications plan, enforcement provisions,
review process
Requires six shortage levels in plan that may not
match local conditions

Changes to Urban Water
Management Plans

N/A

Changes to Water Shortage
Contingency Plans

N/A

Water Shortage Stages

N/A

Water Shortage Declaration
Annual Supply and Demand
Assessment

N/A

Maintains local water supplier control
Maintains local water supplier control with
shortage decloration at the discretion of the
water supplier

N/A

Annual reporting required

Compliance Methods
Authority to Establish or
Goals/Standards

Allows for multiple compliance methods
Maintaines existing authority held by
Legislature

N/A
N/A

Maintains protection of right to conserved
Application of Goals, Standards water; reiterates that water rights law is
and Targets to Water Rights
not affected

N/A

Cease and Desist Order
Enforcement

No cease and desist order requirements
imposed

N/A

Enforcement/Penalties

Maintains same sanction - ineligibility of
water supplier for grant funding

N/A

Additional costs for preparing new plan
sections

N/A

Cost impacts
Impacts to Water Use
Efficiency

N/A

Additional efficiency requirements

Requires State defined standardized shortage
emergency declaration
Annual reporting required
Only allows a single method, based on
categorical standards
Authority given to SWRCB, implemented via
rulemaking that is exempt from CEQA
Specifies that efficiency standards supersede
water rights undermining the water rights legal
structure
Establishes universal applicability of cease and
desist order and penalty provisions to any activity
covered by SWRCB regulations
Establishes failure by water supplier to comply
with efficiency standards to be a misdemeanor $10,000 each for 1st and 2nd month of
violations, plus $500/day
Additional costs for preparing new plan sections,
with potential significant costs associated with
SWRCB enforcement
Could have significant impact on availability of
water supply to customers

ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C

FINAL 02/28/17

Proposed Changes to the UWMP Act
(Deletions from existing law in bold strikeout, insertions in bold italics)

DIVISION 6. CONSERVATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND UTILIZATION OF STATE
WATER RESOURCES [10000 - 12999]
( Heading of Division 6 amended by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1932. )
PART 2.56.
10609.
(a) In addition to and separate from the urban water management plans required by Part 2.6,
each urban retail water supplier shall report annually, by June 15, to the department the
status of its water supplies for that year, and whether such supplies will be adequate to
meet projected customer demand.
(1) If an urban retail water supplier reports under this section that all available water
supplies for the applicable water year will not be adequate to meet projected customer
demand, then the supplier shall implement the appropriate responses as described in its
water shortage contingency analysis. If demand is projected to exceed all available
supply sources and mandatory water demand reduction measures are required, the
annual report shall describe the water supply shortage stage and the measures that the
supplier will take to reduce water demand consistent with its water shortage
contingency analysis.
(2) If an urban retail water supplier determines that it cannot meet demands with all
available water supplies and is required to implement the mandatory demand reduction
measures as described in its water shortage contingency analysis under subdivision (1),
it shall do all of the following:
(a) The urban retail water supplier shall continue to implement the mandatory
demand reduction measures as described in its water shortage contingency
analysis until hydrologic, water supply or other conditions have changed to the
point that the supplier finds that it is able to meet projected customer demand
over the next 12 months without continued implementation of the mandatory
demand reduction measures.
(b) During the period that the urban retail water supplier is implementing the
mandatory demand reductions measures described in its water shortage
contingency analysis, the supplier shall file a report with the department by the
fifteenth day of each month describing on how the supplier is implementing its
plan.
(3) If supplies are adequate to meet projected customer demand, an urban retail water
supplier may, at its sole discretion, declare any stage of its water shortage contingency
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analysis to balance supply and demand through the augmentation of supplies or to
encourage water demand reduction as a precautionary measure. If an urban retail
water supplier declares a stage of its water shortage contingency analysis under this
subsection, it shall have no additional obligation to report to the department on the
implementation of its plan.
(b) Multiple urban retail water suppliers within the same hydrologic region may file a joint
report with the department if those suppliers' water supplies are interrelated and if each
supplier determines that a joint report most accurately reflects the condition of their
respective water supplies. Regardless of whether a joint report is submitted, an urban retail
water supplier may submit an individual report to the department.
(c) An urban wholesale water supplier shall provide its retail agencies with information on the
status of the wholesaler’s water supplies annually by the date determined under subsection
2 so that an urban retail water supplier reliant on the wholesale supply has sufficient data
to comply with subsection (a).
(1) To assist urban wholesale water suppliers in determining their water supply
availability, urban retail water suppliers shall provide their urban wholesale water
suppliers with information regarding their estimated annual demand for water
from each wholesaler by the date determined under subsection 2.
(2) Urban retail water suppliers and their wholesalers shall meet and determine the
process and dates by which they will comply with the requirements of this
subsection.
(d) An urban water supplier shall not be required to comply with any requirement in Part 2.6
for any action taken or report made pursuant to this section. Such actions and reports are not
considered part of, amendments to, or changes to an urban water management plan.
(e) The department shall establish an electronic portal through which suppliers will provide
the reports required by this section. The department shall provide the board with access to the
report and data submitted through the portal.

PART 2.6. URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT PLANNING [10610 - 10656]
( Part 2.6 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
CHAPTER 2. Definitions [10611-10617]
( Chapter 2 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
10613.5.
“Emergency supply” means a water supply identified in an urban water supplier’s Urban
Water Management Plan that has been developed to increase an urban water supplier’s water
supply reliability during times of shortage, including but not limited to unplanned service
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disruptions, and is in addition to the supplies that the agency draws upon during non-shortage
times to meet water demands within its service area.

CHAPTER 3. Urban Water Management Plans [10620 - 10645]
( Chapter 3 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
ARTICLE 1. General Provisions [10620 - 10621]
( Article 1 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
10621.
(a) Each urban water supplier shall update its plan at least once every five years on or before
July 1 December 31, in years ending in one and six five and zero, except as provided in
subdivisions (d) and (e).
(b) Every urban water supplier required to prepare a plan pursuant to this part shall, at least 60
days before the public hearing on the plan required by Section 10642, notify any city or county
within which the supplier provides water supplies that the urban water supplier will be reviewing
the plan and considering amendments or changes to the plan. The urban water supplier may
consult with, and obtain comments from, any city or county that receives notice pursuant to this
subdivision.
(c) The amendments to, or changes in, the plan shall be adopted and filed in the manner set forth
in Article 3 (commencing with Section 10640).
(d) Each urban water supplier shall update and submit its 2015 plan to the department by
July 1, 2016.
(e) Each urban water supplier shall update and submit its 2020 plan to the department by
July 1, 2021.

ARTICLE 2. Contents of Plans [10630 - 10634]
( Article 2 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
10631.
A plan shall be adopted in accordance with this chapter that shall do all of the following:
(a) Describe the service area of the supplier, including current and projected population, climate,
and other demographic factors affecting the supplier’s water management planning. The
projected population estimates shall be based upon data from the state, regional, or local service
agency population projections within the service area of the urban water supplier and shall be in
five-year increments to 20 years or as far as data is available.
(b) Identify and quantify, to the extent practicable, the existing and planned sources of water
available to the supplier over the same five-year increments described in subdivision (a).
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(1) If groundwater is identified as an existing or planned source of water available to the
supplier, all of the following information shall be included in the plan:
(A1) A copy of any groundwater management plan adopted by the urban water supplier,
including plans adopted pursuant to Part 2.75 (commencing with Section 10750), or any other
specific authorization for groundwater management.
(B2) A description of any groundwater basin or basins from which the urban water supplier
pumps groundwater. For basins that a court or the board has adjudicated the rights to pump
groundwater, a copy of the order or decree adopted by the court or the board and a description of
the amount of groundwater the urban water supplier has the legal right to pump under the order
or decree. For basins that have not been adjudicated, information as to whether the department
has identified the basin or basins as overdrafted or has projected that the basin will become
overdrafted if present management conditions continue, in the most current official departmental
bulletin that characterizes the condition of the groundwater basin, and a detailed description of
the efforts being undertaken by the urban water supplier to eliminate the long-term overdraft
condition.
(C3) A detailed description and analysis of the location, amount, and sufficiency of groundwater
pumped by the urban water supplier for the past five years. The description and analysis shall be
based on information that is reasonably available, including, but not limited to, historic use
records.
(D4 ) A detailed description and analysis of the amount and location of groundwater that is
projected to be pumped by the urban water supplier. The description and analysis shall be based
on information that is reasonably available, including, but not limited to, historic use records.
(2) If an emergency supply is identified as an existing or planned source of water available to
the supplier, the supplier shall describe how the supply has been established to increase water
supply reliability during times of shortage and how the supply is in addition to the supplies
that the agency draws upon during non-shortage times to meet water demands within its
service area.
(c) (1) Describe the reliability of the water supply and vulnerability to seasonal or climatic
shortage, to the extent practicable, and provide data for each of the following:
(A) An average water year.
(B) A single-dry water year.
(C) Multiple-dry water years Five consecutive dry years, consisting of a repeat of the five
consecutive historic driest years that the supplier has experienced, unless the supplier
finds that a shorter multiple-year dry period would more severely impact its water
supplies, in which case the supplier shall use that shorter period.
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(2) For any water source that may not be available at a consistent level of use, given specific
legal, environmental, water quality, or climatic factors, describe plans to supplement or replace
that source with alternative sources or water demand management measures, to the extent
practicable.
(d) Describe the opportunities for exchanges or transfers of water on a short-term or long-term
basis.
(e) (1) Quantify, to the extent records are available, past and current water use, over the same
five-year increments described in subdivision (a), and projected water use, identifying the uses
among water use sectors, including, but not necessarily limited to, all of the following uses:
(A) Single-family residential.
(B) Multifamily.
(C) Commercial.
(D) Industrial.
(E) Institutional and governmental.
(F) Landscape.
(G) Sales to other agencies.
(H) Saline water intrusion barriers, groundwater recharge, or conjunctive use, or any
combination thereof.
(I) Agricultural.
(J) Potable Ddistribution system water loss.
(2) The water use projections shall be in the same five-year increments described in subdivision
(a).
(3) (A) For the 2015 urban water management plan update, the distribution system water
loss shall be quantified for the most recent 12-month period available. For all subsequent
updates, tThe potable distribution system water loss shall be quantified for each of the five years
preceding the plan update.
(B) The potable distribution system water loss quantification shall be reported in accordance
with a worksheet approved or developed by the department through a public process. The water
loss quantification worksheet shall be based on the water system balance methodology developed
by the American Water Works Association.
(4) (A) If available and applicable to an urban water supplier, water use projections may display
and account for the water savings estimated to result from adopted codes, standards, ordinances,
or transportation and land use plans identified by the urban water supplier, as applicable to the
service area.
(B) To the extent that an urban water supplier reports the information described in subparagraph
(A), an urban water supplier shall do both of the following:(i) Provide citations of the various
codes, standards, ordinances, or transportation and land use plans utilized in making the
projections.
(ii) Indicate the extent that the water use projections consider savings from codes, standards,
ordinances, or transportation and land use plans. Water use projections that do not account for
these water savings shall be noted of that fact.
(f) Provide a description of the supplier’s water demand management measures. This description
shall include all of the following:(1) (A) For an urban retail water supplier, as defined in Section
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10608.12, a narrative description that addresses the nature and extent of each water demand
management measure implemented over the past five years. The narrative shall describe the
water demand management measures that the supplier plans to implement to achieve its water
use targets pursuant to Section 10608.20.(B) The narrative pursuant to this paragraph shall
include descriptions of the following water demand management measures:
(i) Water waste prevention ordinances.
(ii) Metering.
(iii) Conservation pricing.
(iv) Public education and outreach.
(v) Programs to assess and manage potable distribution system real loss.
(vi) Water conservation program coordination and staffing support.
(vii) Other demand management measures that have a significant impact on water use as
measured in gallons per capita per day, including innovative measures, if implemented.(2) For an
urban wholesale water supplier, as defined in Section 10608.12, a narrative description of the
items in clauses (ii), (iv), (vi), and (vii) of subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1), and a narrative
description of its distribution system asset management and wholesale supplier assistance
programs.
(g) Include a description of all water supply projects and water supply programs that may be
undertaken by the urban water supplier to meet the total projected water use, as established
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 10635. The urban water supplier shall include a detailed
description of expected future projects and programs that the urban water supplier may
implement to increase the amount of the water supply available to the urban water supplier in
average, single-dry, and multiple-dry water years. The description shall identify specific projects
and include a description of the increase in water supply that is expected to be available from
each project. The description shall include an estimate with regard to the implementation
timeline for each project or program.
(h) Describe the opportunities for development of desalinated water, including, but not limited
to, ocean water, brackish water, and groundwater, as a long-term supply.
(i) For purposes of this part, urban water suppliers that are members of the California
Urban Water Conservation Council shall be deemed in compliance with the requirements
of subdivision (f) by complying with all the provisions of the “Memorandum of
Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation in California,” dated December 10,
2008, as it may be amended, and by submitting the annual reports required by Section 6.2
of that memorandum.
(i j) An urban water supplier that relies upon a wholesale agency for a source of water shall
provide the wholesale agency with water use projections from that agency for that source of
water in five-year increments to 20 years or as far as data is available. The wholesale agency
shall provide information to the urban water supplier for inclusion in the urban water supplier’s
plan that identifies and quantifies, to the extent practicable, the existing and planned sources of
water as required by subdivision (b), available from the wholesale agency to the urban water
supplier over the same five-year increments, and during various water-year types in accordance
with subdivision (c). An urban water supplier may rely upon water supply information provided
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by the wholesale agency in fulfilling the plan informational requirements of subdivisions (b) and
(c).
10631.7.
The department, in consultation with the California Urban Water Conservation Council,
shall convene an independent technical panel to provide information and recommendations
to the department and the Legislature on new demand management measures,
technologies, and approaches. The panel shall consist of no more than seven members, who
shall be selected by the department to reflect a balanced representation of experts. The
panel shall have at least one, but no more than two, representatives from each of the
following: retail water suppliers, environmental organizations, the business community,
wholesale water suppliers, and academia. The panel shall be convened by January 1, 2009,
and shall report to the Legislature no later than January 1, 2010, and every five years
thereafter. The department shall review the panel report and include in the final report to
the Legislature the department’s recommendations and comments regarding the panel
process and the panel’s recommendations.
10632.
(a) The plan shall provide an urban water shortage contingency analysis that includes each of the
following elements that are within the authority of the urban water supplier:
(1) Stages Anticipated stages of action to be undertaken by the urban water supplier in response
to water supply shortages, including up to a 50 percent reduction in water supply, and an outline
of specific water supply conditions that would trigger are applicable to each stage.
(2) An estimate of the minimum water supply available during each of the next three water
years based on the driest three-year historic sequence for the agency’s water supply.
Communications strategies to inform customers, state agencies, elected officials and others
whenever water supply shortage conditions require the implementation of the stages of action
described in subdivision (1).
(3) Anticipated Aactions to be undertaken by the urban water supplier to prepare for, and
implement during, a catastrophic interruption of water supplies including, but not limited to, a
regional power outage, an earthquake, or other disaster.
(4) Additional, anticipated mandatory prohibitions against specific water use practices during
water shortages., including, but not limited to, prohibiting the use of potable water for street
cleaning.
(5) Consumption reduction methods in the most restrictive stages Anticipated actions to
balance water supply and demand for each water supply shortage stage, including the use of
emergency supplies, demand reduction methods, reoperation, or any combination thereof.
Each urban water supplier may use any type of consumption reduction, reoperation approach,
or supply augmentation methods in its water shortage contingency analysis that would reduce
water use balance supply and demand, are appropriate for its area, and have the ability to
successfully respond to each water supply shortage stage. achieve a water use reduction
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consistent with up to a 50 percent reduction in water supply. If an urban water supplier has
established an emergency supply, the supplier shall include in the description of actions to be
taken when the emergency supply will be used to balance water supply and demand, and the
quantity of water from the emergency supply that is planned to be used. An emergency supply
designated for use during a water supply shortage shall be fully available for use by the
supplier during a shortage and its use shall be at the sole discretion of the urban water
supplier.
(6) Penalties or charges for excessive use, where applicable. Anticipated processes for
monitoring and ensuring compliance by customers with mandatory prohibitions against
specific water use practices, and mechanisms to enforce such compliance. The analysis also
shall include a description of the urban water supplier’s established method to identify and
discourage excessive water use as required by Section 366 and 367.
(7) An analysis of the impacts of each of the actions and conditions described in
subdivisionsparagraphs (1) to (6), inclusive, on the revenues and expenditures of the urban
water supplier, and proposed measures to overcome those impacts, such as the development of
reserves and rate adjustments.
(8) A draft water shortage contingency resolution or ordinance A description of the water
supplier’s source of authority for implementing the water shortage actions, as identified in
subdivision 5 above, including any adopted resolutions or ordinances.
(9) A mechanism for determining actual reductions in water use pursuant to the urban
water shortage contingency analysis.
(b) Commencing with the urban water management plan update due July 1, 2016, for
purposes of developing the water shortage contingency analysis pursuant to subdivision (a),
the urban water supplier shall analyze and define water features that are artificially
supplied with water, including ponds, lakes, waterfalls, and fountains, separately from
swimming pools and spas, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 115921 of the Health and
Safety Code.

ARTICLE 2.5.Water Service Reliability [10635 - 10635]
( Article 2.5 added by Stats. 1995, Ch. 854, Sec. 11. )
10635.
(a) Every urban water supplier shall include, as part of its urban water management plan, an
assessment of the reliability of its water service to its customers during normal, dry, and multiple
dry water years. This water supply and demand assessment shall compare the total water supply
sources available to the water supplier with the total projected water use over the next 20 years,
in five-year increments, for a normal water year, a single dry water year, and multiple dry water
years five consecutive dry years, consisting of a repeat of the five consecutive historic driest
years that the supplier has experienced, unless the supplier finds that a shorter multiple-year
dry period would more severely impact its water supplies, in which case the supplier shall use
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that shorter period. The water service reliability assessment shall be based upon the information
compiled pursuant to Section 10631, including available data from state, regional, or local
agency population projections within the service area of the urban water supplier.
(b) The urban water supplier shall provide that portion of its urban water management plan
prepared pursuant to this article to any city or county within which it provides water supplies no
later than 60 days after the submission of its urban water management plan.
(c) Nothing in this article is intended to create a right or entitlement to water service or any
specific level of water service.
(d) Nothing in this article is intended to change existing law concerning an urban water
supplier’s obligation to provide water service to its existing customers or to any potential future
customers.

CHAPTER 4. Miscellaneous Provisions [10650 - 10656]
( Chapter 4 added by Stats. 1983, Ch. 1009, Sec. 1. )
10658.
(a) It is the intent of the Legislature, by the enactment of this section, to do all of the
following:
(1) Encourage continued investment in water supply reliability and diversification;
(2) Incentivize new and protect existing local investments made by urban water suppliers
in drought resiliency and drought resilient supplies in order to better prepare local
communities and the state for drought and times of shortage;
(3) Incentivize new and protect existing local investments in water recycling and potable
reuse;
(4) Encourage local agencies to develop emergency supplies, including storage of flood
flows in water banks throughout the state, to better protect California from the effect of
drought;
(5) Encourage local agencies to take steps to prepare for the effects of climate change; and
(6) Ensure that urban water suppliers have adequate supplies, or take appropriate
measures to reduce demand during times of drought.
(b) During a statewide or local drought or water shortage, an urban water supplier shall not
be required to reduce its use or reliance on any water supply available for its use and
identified in its Urban Water Management Plan, or be required to take additional actions
beyond those specified in its water shortage contingency analysis for the level of
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shortage that is anticipated in the annual report required by section 10609 or the level of
shortage that it is currently experiencing, whichever is greater.
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Proposed Long-Term Water Use Efficiency Legislation
(Deletions from existing law in bold strikeout, insertions in bold italics)

DIVISION 6. CONSERVATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND UTILIZATION OF STATE
WATER RESOURCES [10000 - 12999]
( Heading of Division 6 amended by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1932. )
PART 2.55. SUSTAINABLE WATER USE AND DEMAND REDUCTION [10608 10608.64]
( Part 2.55 added by Stats. 2009, 7th Ex. Sess., Ch. 4, Sec. 1. )
CHAPTER 1. General Declarations and Policy [10608 - 10608.8]
( Chapter 1 added by Stats. 2009, 7th Ex. Sess., Ch. 4, Sec. 1. )
10608.
The Legislature finds and declares all of the following:
(a) Water is a public resource that the California Constitution protects against waste and
unreasonable use.
(b) Growing population, climate change, and the need to protect and grow California’s economy
while protecting and restoring our fish and wildlife habitats make it essential that the state
manage its water resources as efficiently as possible.
(c) Diverse regional water supply portfolios will increase water supply reliability and reduce
dependence on the Delta.
(d) Reduced water use through long-term water use efficiency and conservation provides
significant energy and environmental benefits, and can help protect water quality, improve
streamflows, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
(e) The success of state and local water use efficiency conservation programs to increase
efficiency of water use is best determined on the basis of measurable outcomes related to water
use or efficiency.
(f) Strengthening local and regional drought resilience is essential to increasing water supply
reliability and the sustainable management of the state’s water resources.
(fg) Improvements in technology, infrastructure, and management practices offer the potential
for increasing water efficiency in California over time, providing an essential water management
tool to meet the need for water for urban, agricultural, and environmental uses.
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(gh) The Governor has called for a 20 percent per capita reduction in urban water use
statewide by 2020 implementation of a comprehensive California Water Action Plan.
(hi) The factors used to formulate long-term water use efficiency targets can vary significantly
from location to location based on factors including climate weather, patterns of urban and
suburban development, water supplies, and past efforts to enhance water use efficiency. It is
necessary, therefore, to plan for and implement water use efficiency measures at the regional
and local level to reflect and best meet the water supply needs of each community and achieve
effective water planning and management.
(ij) Per capita water use is a valid one measure of a an urban water provider’s supplier’s
efforts to reduce urban water use improve water use efficiency within its service area.
However, per capita water use is less useful for measuring relative water use efficiency between
different water providers. Differences in climate, weather, historical patterns of urban and
suburban development, and density of housing in a particular location need to be considered
when assessing per capita water use as a measure of efficiency.
10608.4.
It is the intent of the Legislature, by the enactment of this part, to do all of the following:
(a) Require all water suppliers to increase the efficiency of promote the efficient use of this
essential resource.
(b) Establish a long-term framework to meet the state targets for urban water use efficiency.
conservation identified in this part and called for by the Governor.
(c) Measure increased efficiency of urban water use on a per capita basis.
(d) Establish a method or methods for urban retail water suppliers to determine targets for
achieving increased water use efficiency by the year 2020, in accordance with the
Governor’s goal of a 20-percent reduction.
(ec) Establish consistent water use efficiency planning and implementation standards for urban
water suppliers and agricultural water suppliers.
(fd) Promote urban water conservation use efficiency standards that is are consistent with the
California Urban Water Conservation Council’s adopted best management practices and
the requirements for demand management in Section 10631.
(ge) Establish standards that recognize and provide credit to water suppliers that made
substantial capital investments in urban water use efficiency conservation, sustainable drought
resilient supplies, and emergency supplies since the drought of the early 1990s.
(hf) Recognize and account for the investment of urban retail water suppliers in providing
recycled water for both potable and non-potable beneficial uses, and the need for greater
investment in water recycling and other sustainable drought-resilient supplies.
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(g) Recognize that water recycling is an efficient use of water and the application of recycled
water in landscape irrigation is extensively regulated, which ensures its efficient use.
(ih) Require implementation of specified efficient water management practices for agricultural
water suppliers.
(ji) Support the economic productivity of California’s agricultural, commercial, and industrial
sectors.
(kj) Advance regional water resources management.
(k) Empower water suppliers to utilize local and regional water use efficiency measures that
reflect their unique water supply and demand circumstances that best meet the needs of their
individual communities.
(l) Ensure that whatever legal access to water a water supplier possessed prior to the
enactment of this part, notwithstanding adherence to the requirements imposed by it, that the
supplier shall retain that same legal access to its water supplies as provided under law to
enhance local and regional water supply reliability and drought resilience as well as to
voluntarily contribute to water supply reliability in other regions of the State as appropriate
under law.
10608.8.
(a)(1) Nothing in this Part alters existing water rights law, or authorizes or enhances the
authority of the State Water Resources Control Board to alter any existing water rights beyond
its powers to do so prior to enactment.
(2) Water use efficiency measures adopted and implemented pursuant to this part or Part 2.8
(commencing with Section 10800) are water conservation measures subject to the protections
provided under Section 1011.
(23) Because an urban agency is not required to meet its urban water use target until 2020
pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 10608.24, an urban retail water supplier’s failure to
meet those targets shall not establish a violation of law for purposes of any state
administrative or judicial proceeding prior to January 1, 2021. Nothing in this paragraph
limits the use of data reported to the department or the board in litigation or an administrative
proceeding. This paragraph shall become inoperative on January 1, 2021.
(4) Because an urban agency is not required to meet its urban water efficiency target until
2025 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 10608.25, an urban retail water supplier’s
failure to meet that target shall not establish a violation of law for purposes of any state
administrative or judicial proceeding prior to January 1, 2026. Nothing in this paragraph
limits the use of data reported to the department or the board in litigation or an
administrative proceeding.
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(35) To the extent feasible, the department and the board shall provide for the use of water
conservation reports required under this part to meet the requirements of Section 1011 for
water conservation reporting.
(b) This part does not limit or otherwise affect the application of Chapter 3.5 (commencing with
Section 11340), Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 11370), Chapter 4.5 (commencing with
Section 11400), and Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title
2 of the Government Code.
(c) This part does not require a reduction in the total water used in the agricultural or urban
sectors, because other factors, including, but not limited to, changes in agricultural economics or
population growth may have greater effects on water use. This part does not limit the economic
productivity of California’s agricultural, commercial, or industrial sectors.
(d) The requirements of this part do not apply to an agricultural water supplier that is a party to
the Quantification Settlement Agreement, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 1 of Chapter
617 of the Statutes of 2002, during the period within which the Quantification Settlement
Agreement remains in effect. After the expiration of the Quantification Settlement Agreement, to
the extent conservation water projects implemented as part of the Quantification Settlement
Agreement remain in effect, the conserved water created as part of those projects shall be
credited against the obligations of the agricultural water supplier pursuant to this part.
CHAPTER 2. Definitions [10608.12]
( Chapter 2 added by Stats. 2009, 7th Ex. Sess., Ch. 4, Sec. 1. )
10608.12.
Unless the context otherwise requires, the following definitions govern the construction of this
part:
(a) “Agricultural water supplier” means a water supplier, either publicly or privately owned,
providing water to 10,000 or more irrigated acres, excluding recycled water. “Agricultural water
supplier” includes a supplier or contractor for water, regardless of the basis of right, that
distributes or sells water for ultimate resale to customers. “Agricultural water supplier” does not
include the department.
(b) “Base daily per capita water use” means any of the following:
(1) The urban retail water supplier’s estimate of its average gross water use, reported in
gallons per capita per day and calculated over a continuous 10-year period ending no
earlier than December 31, 2004, and no later than December 31, 2010.
(2) For an urban retail water supplier that meets at least 10 percent of its 2008 measured
retail water demand through recycled water that is delivered within the service area of an
urban retail water supplier or its urban wholesale water supplier, the urban retail water
supplier may extend the calculation described in paragraph (1) up to an additional five
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years to a maximum of a continuous 15-year period ending no earlier than December 31,
2004, and no later than December 31, 2010.
(3) For the purposes of Section 10608.22, the urban retail water supplier’s estimate of its
average gross water use, reported in gallons per capita per day and calculated over a
continuous five-year period ending no earlier than December 31, 2007, and no later than
December 31, 2010.
(c) “Baseline commercial, industrial, and institutional water use” means an urban retail water
supplier’s base daily per capita water use for commercial, industrial, and institutional users.
(d) “Commercial water user” means a water user that provides or distributes a product or service.
(e) “Compliance daily per capita water use” means the gross water use during the final year of
the reporting period, reported in gallons per capita per day.
(f) “Disadvantaged community” means a community with an annual median household income
that is less than 80 percent of the statewide annual median household income.
(g) “Gross water use” means the total volume of water, whether treated or untreated, entering the
distribution system of an urban retail water supplier, as the distribution system is so defined by
the urban retail water supplier, excluding all of the following:
(1) Recycled water, as defined in section 10608.12(n), that is delivered within the service
area of an urban retail water supplier or its urban wholesale water supplier., or recycled
water used to augment water supplies, including, but not limited to, recycled water used
to augment a surface water reservoir or recycled water percolated or injected into a
groundwater basin for the purposes of augmenting the common groundwater supply
and then extracted by an urban retail water supplier.
(2) The net volume of water that the urban retail water supplier places into long-term
storage.
(3) The volume of water the urban retail water supplier conveys for use by another urban
water supplier.
(4) The volume of water the urban retail water supplier delivered delivers for
commercial or non-commercial agricultural purposes, for agricultural use, except as
otherwise provided in subdivision (f) of Section 10608.24.
(h) “Industrial water user” means a water user that is primarily a manufacturer or processor of
materials as defined by the North American Industry Classification System code sectors 31 to 33,
inclusive, or an entity that is a water user primarily engaged in research and development.
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(i) “Institutional water user” means a water user dedicated to public service. This type of user
includes, among other users, higher education institutions, schools, courts, churches, hospitals,
government facilities, and nonprofit research institutions.
(j) “Interim urban water use target” means the midpoint between the urban retail water supplier’s
base daily per capita water use and the urban retail water supplier’s urban water use target for
2020.
(k) “Locally cost effective” means that the present value of the local benefits of implementing an
agricultural efficiency water management practice is greater than or equal to the present value of
the local cost of implementing that measure.
(l) “Performance measures” means best management practices that improve the efficiency of
water use within the commercial, industrial and institutional sector, including the use of new
technologies and improvements in water management as identified in the report developed
pursuant to section 10608.45(b).
(lm) “Process water” means water used for producing a product or product content or water used
for research and development, including, but not limited to, continuous manufacturing processes,
water used for testing and maintaining equipment used in producing a product or product
content, and water used in combined heat and power facilities used in producing a product or
product content. Process water does not mean incidental water uses not related to the production
of a product or product content, including, but not limited to, water used for restrooms,
landscaping, air conditioning, heating, kitchens, and laundry.
(mn) “Recycled water” means recycled water, as defined in subdivision (n) of Section 13050,
that is used to offset potable demand, including, but not limited to, recycled water supplied for
non-potable reuse, recycled water supplied for the uses identified and defined in Section
13561, or recycled water supplied for direct use and indirect potable reuse, that meets the
following requirements, where applicable:
(1) For reservoir augmentation and groundwater recharge, including recharge through spreading
basins or injection, water supplies that meet are all of the following elements:
(A) MeteredThe use of the water supply is metered.
(B) Developed through planned investment by the urban water supplier, a water
replenishment district, or a wastewater treatment agency.
(C) Treated to a minimum tertiary level.
(D) Delivered within the service area of an urban retail water supplier or its urban
wholesale water supplier that helps an urban retail water supplier meet its urban water use
target.
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(2) For reservoir augmentation, water supplies that meet the criteria of paragraph
(1) and are conveyed through a distribution system constructed specifically for
recycled water.
(no) “Regional water resources management” means sources of supply resulting from watershedbased planning for sustainable local water reliability or any of the following alternative sources
of water:
(1) The capture and reuse of stormwater or rainwater.
(2) The use of recycled water.
(3) The desalination of brackish groundwater or seawater.
(4) The conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater in a manner that is consistent
with the safe yield of the groundwater basin.
(op) “Reporting period” means the years for which an urban retail water supplier reports
compliance with the urban water use targets.
(pq) “Urban retail water supplier” means a water supplier, either publicly or privately owned,
that directly provides potable municipal water to more than 3,000 end users or that supplies more
than 3,000 acre-feet of potable water annually at retail for municipal purposes.
(qr) “Urban water use target” means the urban retail water supplier’s targeted future daily per
capita water use.
(rs) “Urban wholesale water supplier,” means a water supplier, either publicly or privately
owned, that provides more than 3,000 acre-feet of water annually at wholesale for potable
municipal purposes.
(t) “Water efficiency target” means the target established by an urban retail water supplier
pursuant to section 10608.25.
(u) “Water loss” means the difference between the potable distribution system input volume
and authorized consumption as consistent with the American Water Works Association M36
Water Audits and Loss Control Programs Manual and subsequent amendments.
CHAPTER 3. Urban Retail Water Suppliers [10608.16 - 10608.44]
( Chapter 3 added by Stats. 2009, 7th Ex. Sess., Ch. 4, Sec. 1. )
10608.17.
After December 31, 2020, urban retail water suppliers shall achieve water use efficiency as
provided for in this chapter.
10608.20.
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(a) (1) Each urban retail water supplier shall develop urban water use targets and an interim
urban water use target by July 1, 2011. Urban retail water suppliers may elect to determine and
report progress toward achieving these targets on an individual or regional basis, as provided in
subdivision (a) of Section 10608.28, and may determine the targets on a fiscal year or calendar
year basis.
(2) It is the intent of the Legislature that the urban water use targets described in paragraph
(1) cumulatively result in a 20-percent reduction from the baseline daily per capita water use
by December 31, 2020.
(b) An urban retail water supplier shall adopt one of the following methods for determining its
2020 urban water use target pursuant to subdivision (a):
(1) Eighty percent of the urban retail water supplier’s baseline per capita daily water use.
(2) The per capita daily water use that is estimated using the sum of the following
performance standards:
(A) For indoor residential water use, 55 gallons per capita daily water use as a
provisional standard. Upon completion of the department’s 2016 report to the
Legislature pursuant to Section 10608.42, this standard may be adjusted by the
Legislature by statute.
(B) For landscape irrigated through dedicated or residential meters or
connections, water efficiency equivalent to the standards of the Model Water
Efficient Landscape Ordinance set forth in Chapter 2.7 (commencing with Section
490) of Division 2 of Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations, as in effect
the later of the year of the landscape’s installation or 1992. An urban retail water
supplier using the approach specified in this subparagraph shall use satellite
imagery, site visits, or other best available technology to develop an accurate
estimate of landscaped areas.
(C) For commercial, industrial, and institutional uses, a 10-percent reduction in
water use from the baseline commercial, industrial, and institutional water use by
2020.
(3) Ninety-five percent of the applicable state hydrologic region target, as set forth in the
state’s draft 20x2020 Water Conservation Plan (dated April 30, 2009). If the service area
of an urban water supplier includes more than one hydrologic region, the supplier shall
apportion its service area to each region based on population or area.
(4) A method that shall be identified and developed by the department, through a public
process, and reported to the Legislature no later than December 31, 2010. The method
developed by the department shall identify per capita targets that cumulatively result in a
statewide 20-percent reduction in urban daily per capita water use by December 31, 2020.
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In developing urban daily per capita 2020 water use targets, the department shall do all of
the following:
(A) Consider climatic differences within the state.
(B) Consider population density differences within the state.
(C) Provide flexibility to communities and regions in meeting the targets.
(D) Consider different levels of per capita water use according to plant water
needs in different regions.
(E) Consider different levels of commercial, industrial, and institutional water use
in different regions of the state.
(F) Avoid placing an undue hardship on communities that have implemented
conservation measures or taken actions to keep per capita water use low.
(c) If the department adopts a regulation pursuant to paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) that results
in a requirement that an urban retail water supplier achieve a reduction in daily per capita water
use that is greater than 20 percent by December 31, 2020, an urban retail water supplier that
adopted the method described in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) may limit its urban water use
target to a reduction of not more than 20 percent by December 31, 2020, by adopting the method
described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b).
(d) The department shall update the method described in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) and
report to the Legislature by December 31, 2014. An urban retail water supplier that adopted the
method described in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) may adopt a new urban daily per capita
water use target pursuant to this updated method.
(e) An urban retail water supplier shall include in its urban water management plan due in 2010
pursuant to Part 2.6 (commencing with Section 10610) the baseline daily per capita water use, its
2020 urban water use target, interim urban water use target, and compliance daily per capita
water use, along with the bases for determining those estimates, including references to
supporting data.
(f) When calculating per capita values for the purposes of this chapter, an urban retail water
supplier shall determine population using a combination of federal, state, and local population
reports and projections.
(g) An urban retail water supplier may update its 2020 urban water use target in its 2015 urban
water management plan required pursuant to Part 2.6 (commencing with Section 10610).
(h) (1) The department, through a public process, and in consultation with the California Urban
Water Conservation Council, shall develop technical methodologies and criteria for the
consistent implementation of this part, including, but not limited to, both of the following:
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(A) Methodologies for calculating base daily per capita water use, baseline commercial,
industrial, and institutional water use, compliance daily per capita water use, gross water
use, service area population, indoor residential water use, and landscaped area water use.
(B) Criteria for adjustments pursuant to subdivisions (d) and (e) of Section 10608.24.
(2) The department shall post the methodologies and criteria developed pursuant to this
subdivision on its Internet Web site, and make written copies available, by October 1, 2010.
An urban retail water supplier shall use the methods developed by the department in
compliance with this part.
(i) (1) The department shall adopt regulations for implementation of the provisions relating to
process water in accordance with subdivision (l) of Section 10608.12, subdivision (e) of Section
10608.24, and subdivision (d) of Section 10608.26.
(2) The initial adoption of a regulation authorized by this subdivision is deemed to address an
emergency, for purposes of Sections 11346.1 and 11349.6 of the Government Code, and the
department is hereby exempted for that purpose from the requirements of subdivision (b) of
Section 11346.1 of the Government Code. After the initial adoption of an emergency
regulation pursuant to this subdivision, the department shall not request approval from the
Office of Administrative Law to readopt the regulation as an emergency regulation pursuant
to Section 11346.1 of the Government Code.
(j) (1) An urban retail water supplier is granted an extension to July 1, 2011, for adoption of an
urban water management plan pursuant to Part 2.6 (commencing with Section 10610) due in
2010 to allow the use of technical methodologies developed by the department pursuant to
paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) and subdivision (h). An urban retail water supplier that adopts
an urban water management plan due in 2010 that does not use the methodologies developed by
the department pursuant to subdivision (h) shall amend the plan by July 1, 2011, to comply with
this part.
(2) An urban wholesale water supplier whose urban water management plan prepared
pursuant to Part 2.6 (commencing with Section 10610) was due and not submitted in 2010 is
granted an extension to July 1, 2011, to permit coordination between an urban wholesale
water supplier and urban retail water suppliers.
10608.24.
(a) Each urban retail water supplier shall meet its interim urban water use target by December
31, 2015.
(b) Each urban retail water supplier shall meet its 2020 urban water use target by December 31,
2020.
(c) An urban retail water supplier’s compliance daily per capita water use shall be the measure of
progress toward achievement of its 2020 urban water use target.
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(d) (1) When determining compliance daily per capita water use, an urban retail water supplier
may consider the following factors:
(A) Differences in evapotranspiration and rainfall in the baseline period compared
to the compliance reporting period.
(B) Substantial changes to commercial or industrial water use resulting from
increased business output and economic development that have occurred during
the reporting period.
(C) Substantial changes to institutional water use resulting from fire suppression
services or other extraordinary events, or from new or expanded operations, that
have occurred during the reporting period.
(2) If the urban retail water supplier elects to adjust its estimate of compliance daily per capita
water use due to one or more of the factors described in paragraph (1), it shall provide the
basis for, and data supporting, the adjustment in the report required by Section 10608.40.
(e) When developing the 2020 urban water use target pursuant to Section 10608.20, an urban
retail water supplier that has a substantial percentage of industrial water use in its service area
may exclude process water from the calculation of gross water use to avoid a disproportionate
burden on another customer sector.
(f) (1) An urban retail water supplier that includes agricultural water use in an urban water
management plan pursuant to Part 2.6 (commencing with Section 10610) may include the
agricultural water use in determining gross water use. An urban retail water supplier that
includes agricultural water use in determining gross water use and develops its urban water use
target pursuant to paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 10608.20 shall use a water efficient
standard for agricultural irrigation of 100 percent of reference evapotranspiration multiplied by
the crop coefficient for irrigated acres.
(2) An urban retail water supplier, that is also an agricultural water supplier, is not subject to
the requirements of Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 10608.48), if the agricultural water
use is incorporated into its urban water use target pursuant to paragraph (1).
10608.25.
(a) Each urban retail water supplier shall develop a water efficiency target for 2025 in its 2020
urban water management plan required to be submitted by July 1, 2021, pursuant to Section
10621. An urban retail water supplier may determine the water efficiency target on a fiscal
year or calendar year basis. An urban retail water supplier may adjust and update the water
efficiency target, as appropriate, based upon population growth, changes in irrigable
landscape acreage, and other changes that affect water use when the supplier reports its
compliance in achieving the water efficiency targets and its implementation of the identified
performance measures in its 2025 urban water management plan, required to be submitted by
July 1, 2026, pursuant to Section 10621.
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(1) An urban retail water supplier that adopts the method described in subdivision
(b)(2) for determining its water efficiency target shall identify proposed performance
measures as appropriate for efficient water use by its commercial, industrial and
institutional customers, consistent with the recommendations identified in the report
required under section 10608.45(b), in its 2020 urban water management plan.
(b) An urban retail water supplier shall adopt one of the following methods for determining its
water efficiency target pursuant to subdivision (a):
(1) Seventy-five percent of the urban retail water supplier’s base daily per capita water
use calculated using the methodology developed by the department pursuant to section
10608.20.
(2) Establishment of a retail-level water efficiency target that is the sum of the
following:
(A) The residential population multiplied by fifty-five gallons of water use per
person per day.
(B) For irrigable landscape served by a residential or dedicated irrigation meter,
an estimate of total irrigation demands within the supplier’s service area, based
on the following factors:
(i) Evapotranspiration adjustment factor of 1.0 for parcels developed
before 1992 and for special landscape areas.
(ii) Evapotranspiration adjustment factor of 0.8 for parcels developed
between January 1, 1992 and December 31, 2009;
(iii) Evapotranspiration adjustment factor of 0.7 for parcels developed
between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2015;
(iv) Evapotranspiration adjustment factor of 0.55 for residential parcels
developed after January 1, 2016;
(v) Evapotranspiration adjustment factor of 0.45 for commercial parcels
developed after January 1, 2016;
(vi) Parcels in commercial or non-commercial agricultural use may be
included by the urban retail water supplier, at its sole discretion, using
an evapotranspiration factor of 1.0 in the calculation of the water use
efficiency target or in the calculation for compliance of the target.
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(C) A volume of water to account for the variances taken by the water supplier
due to unique situations within their service area and developed under
subsection (e).
(3) Ninety percent of the applicable hydrologic region target, as set forth in the State’s
20x2020 water conservation plan, dated February 2010. If the service area of an urban
retail water supplier includes more than one hydrologic region, the supplier shall
apportion its service area to each region based on population or area.
(c) Each urban retail water supplier shall meet its adjusted 2025 water efficiency targets by
December 31, 2025, unless the supplier reports to the department that economic or hydrologic
conditions beyond the supplier's control rendered it impossible for the supplier to do so. Urban
retail water suppliers may elect to determine and report progress toward achieving these
targets on an individual or regional basis, as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 10608.28,
and may determine the targets on a fiscal year or calendar year basis. An urban retail water
supplier shall report on its compliance with this section in its 2025 urban water management
plan required to be submitted by July 1, 2026, pursuant to Section 10621.
(d) An urban retail water supplier shall calculate it compliance with subsection (c) based on
the method by which it set its water efficiency target. An urban retail water supplier shall base
its adjusted water efficiency target and compliance with that adjusted target on the best
available information concerning population, irrigable landscape acreage, and other factors
that affect water use within its service area.
(1) An urban retail water supplier that determines its water efficiency target under
subdivision (b)(1) shall calculate its compliance with subsection (c) by comparing the
adjusted water efficiency target with the urban retail water supplier’s compliance daily
per capita water use.
(2) An urban retail water supplier that determines its water efficiency target under
subdivision (b)(2) shall calculate its compliance with subsection (c) by comparing the
water efficiency target with the total volume of gross water use measured through
residential and dedicated irrigation meters during the final year of the reporting
period.
(A) If an urban retail water supplier includes parcels in agricultural use in its
water efficiency target pursuant to subsection (2)(B)(vi), the urban retail water
supplier shall include water use for those parcels in its compliance calculation.
(B) An urban retail water supplier that determines its water efficiency target
under subdivision (b)(2) shall include in its report on compliance with
subsection (c) a report on its implementation of the performance measures for
efficient commercial, industrial and institutional water use identified in its
urban water management plan.
(3) An urban retail water supplier that determines its water efficiency target under
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subdivision (b)(3) shall calculate its compliance with subsection (c) by comparing the
adjusted water efficiency target with the urban retail water supplier’s compliance daily
per capita water use.
(4) Water use or loss caused by conditions of disaster or extreme peril to the safety of
persons and property, including such conditions, whether natural or human-caused, as
fire, flood, storm, drought, epidemic, riot, earthquake or other conditions, shall be
excluded from compliance with the water efficiency target.
(5) The deadline for urban retail water suppliers to submit their plans under Section
10621(e) shall be extended if the department does not release the final database under
section 10608.47 by July 1, 2019. That extension shall equal the length of time between
July 1, 2019 and the department’s release of that final database.
(6) Each urban retail water supplier shall have the discretion to achieve its water
efficiency target under this Section, and to design and utilize any rate structure, in any
manner otherwise consistent with that supplier’s legal authority.
(7) Each urban retail water supplier shall have the discretion to measure progress
towards achieving its water efficiency target under this Section by considering the
factors described in Section 10608.24(d), (e) and (f).
(8) Notwithstanding the method used by an urban retail water supplier to calculate
compliance with subsection (c), each urban retail water supplier shall address water
loss within its service area pursuant to section 10608.34.
(e) The department, in consultation with the Urban Stakeholder Committee, shall develop
standardized variance methodologies for livestock, swamp coolers, significant transient
population increases, construction water for soil compaction and dust control, potable water
used to supplement ponds and lakes to sustain wildlife, vegetation irrigated for fire protection,
and landscapes irrigated with recycled water having high levels of total dissolved solids, or
other water quality concerns. The department, in consultation with the Urban Stakeholder
Committee, shall also develop standardized variance methodologies for other factors identified
by the committee, and shall develop a process for agencies to submit supporting
documentation for other variances that shall be included into the calculation of the urban
retail supplier’s water efficiency target as described under subsection (b)(2).
(f) The department, in conjunction with the Urban Stakeholder Committee, shall develop a
methodology to calculate the irrigable area associated with special landscape areas by aerial
imagery or date of parcel establishment so that the urban retail water supplier may develop its
appropriate water efficiency target as described under subsection (b)(2).
(g) For purposes of this section, the term "special landscape area" means an area of the
landscape dedicated solely to edible plants, recreational areas, areas irrigated with recycled
water, or water features using recycled water designed within and have the same
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evapotranspiration adjustment factor as contained in the Model Water Efficient Landscape
Ordinance, adopted September 15, 2015 .
10608.45.
(a) By January 1, 2018, the department, in consultation with the board, shall convene a
commercial, industrial and institutional water use efficiency task force consisting of urban
retail water suppliers, urban wholesale water suppliers, academic experts, economic
development interests, business community representatives, environmental organizations,
commercial water users, industrial water users, and institutional water users. The urban retail
water suppliers included on the task force shall include a broad spectrum of commercial,
industrial, and institutional customers throughout the State, and include representation of
combined retail water and wastewater agencies. The task force’s overall objective shall be to
recommend appropriate water efficiency measures for various segments of the commercial,
industrial, and institutional water use sector.
(b) By December 31, 2019, the task force, in consultation with the department and the board,
shall submit a report to the Legislature that shall recommend appropriate performance
measures for commercial, industrial or institutional water use which shall rely, to the extent
appropriate, on the 2013 report to the Legislature entitled CII Task Force Water Use Best
Management Practices Report to The Legislature and supports the economic productivity of
California’s commercial, industrial, and institutional sectors. The report required by this
subdivision shall include, among other content, the following:
(1) Appropriate commercial, industrial and institutional classifications that address
significant uses of water and are consistent with the classifications and standards
developed by the North American Industry Classification System; and
(2) Recommendations for appropriate thresholds by which urban water suppliers could
require commercial, industrial, and institutional water users to participate in audits
and the development of water management plans; and
(3) Evaluation of feasibility criteria and cost-effectiveness of separating mixed-use
meters and equivalent technologies, and recommendations on when separating mixeduse meters should not be required.
(c) Using available funds, the department shall provide technical and financial assistance to
the task force to enable the completion of the reports under this Section within the required
time frame and assist water suppliers and water users to comply with any new requirements
described therein.
10608.46
(a) The department shall reconvene its Urban Stakeholder Committee by April 1, 2018. The
committee shall consist of a mix of small, medium and large urban retail water suppliers from
throughout the state, including at least one representative from each hydrologic region. The
committee shall also include academic experts, urban wholesale water suppliers, business
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organizations, and environmental organizations, as well as representation of combined retail
water and wastewater agencies.
(b) By July 1, 2019, the department shall consult with the committee to develop the variance
methodologies required by section 10608.25(e).
(c) By July 1, 2019, the department shall consult with the committee to develop the
methodology to calculate the irrigable area associated with a special landscape area as
required by section 10608.25(f).
(d) By January 1, 2020 and every five years thereafter, the committee shall develop a report to
provide information and recommendations to the department and the Legislature on new
demand management measures, technologies, and approaches. The department shall review
the committee report and include in the final report to the Legislature the department’s
recommendations and comments regarding the committee process and the committee’s
recommendations.
(e) By December 31, 2025, the committee, in consultation with the department and the board,
shall submit a report to the Legislature that makes recommendations for potential adjustments
to 2030 water efficiency targets and commercial, industrial and institutional performance
measures, consistent with the report provided to the Legislature under section 10608.45(b), for
implementation no sooner than 2030. If the committee recommends a change in the water
efficiency targets or performance measures, the report shall:
(1) State the technical changes or scientific basis that justifies a change in the targets
or performance measures.
(2)Evaluate potential unintended consequences created by the proposed changes which
could negatively impact California’s economy, wastewater infrastructure, or local
investments in water infrastructure and supplies, including specific impacts to the
amount of recycled water or desalinated water available within the state.
(f) Using available funds, the department shall provide technical and financial assistance to
the committee to enable the completion of the reports under this Section within the required
timeframe and assist water suppliers to comply with any new requirements described therein.
(g) The Legislature shall determine if changes to the efficiency targets is warranted based on
the report submitted.
10608.47.
(a)(1) By July 1, 2019, the department shall provide to urban retail water suppliers, in
electronic form, a database of validated aerial imagery and measured irrigable area for all
residential and commercial, industrial and institutional areas within each water supplier’s
service area. The database shall correlate the relevant irrigable areas with assessor parcels
within each water supplier’s service area and shall state the year of parcel development. The
database shall contain downloadable reference evapotranspiration data with representative
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climate zones for all urban retail water suppliers. The database’s aerial imagery data shall be
suitable for determining the appropriate amount of irrigation for a variety of vegetation,
including without limitation large trees and irrigable area under native tree canopy. The
department shall update the database by December 31, 2025 and every five years thereafter.
(2) The department and all urban retail water suppliers shall maintain the confidentiality of
the information in the department’s database to the extent consistent with the Public Records
Act (Gov. Code §§ 6250 et seq.).
(3) Prior to releasing the database under this subdivision, the department shall conduct a
statistically valid review of the accuracy of the information in the database. In conducting this
review, the department shall consult with a representative sample of urban retail water
suppliers representing each of the state’s hydrologic regions.
(4) An urban retail water supplier may use its own database of validated aerial imagery,
measured irrigable area and date of parcel development for properties within its service areas
for purposes of section 10608.25(b)(2)(B), if the water supplier certifies that it is of
comparable or better quality than the relevant information included in the department’s
database.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT SUMMARY
MARCH 2017

DIRECTORS
DATE

DESCRIPTION

LEIDY

EMMERSON

WALLACE

1

1

1

GREENWOOD

SELSKY

ACWA FALL CONFERENCE
ACWA SPRING CONFERENCE
ACWA/JOINT POWERS INSURANCE AUTHORITY
CALIFORNIA-OREGON TRANSMISSION PROJECT
CAP TO CAP MEETING/CONFERENCE
CWD - ADHOC QUARTERLY REVIEW MEETING
CWD - EMPLOYEE RELATIONS COMMITTEE
CWD - FINANCE COMMITTEE
CWD - PLANNED SYSTEM MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE
2/27

CWD - REGULAR BOARD MEETING

1

CWD - SPECIAL BOARD MEETING
CWD - SPECIAL BOARD MEETING/PUBLIC HEARING
CWD - WATER SALES COMMITTEE
GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION
LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION
REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
2/9

SACRAMENTO GROUNDWATER AUTHORITY
TOTAL MEETINGS ATTENDED

TOTAL EXPENSES

1

1

2

0

1

$144.70

$144.70

$289.40

$0.00

$144.70

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

AGENDA ITEM 14

TOTAL COMPENSATION

1

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT SUMMARY
FY 2016 / 2017
YEAR TO DATE
DIRECTORS
DESCRIPTION

LEIDY

EMMERSON

ACWA FALL CONFERENCE

4

ACWA SPRING CONFERENCE

4

WALLACE

GREENWOOD

SELSKY

3

ACWA/JPIA
CALIFORNIA-OREGON TRANSMISSION PROJECT
CAP TO CAP MEETING
CWD - ADHOC QUARTERLY REVIEW MEETING
CWD - EMPLOYEE RELATIONS COMMITTEE
CWD - FINANCE COMMITTEE

2

**

2

**

CWD - PLANNED SYSTEM MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE
CWD - PUBLIC HEARING/REGULAR BOARD MEETING
CWD - REGULAR BOARD MEETING

6

9

8

8

8

CWD - SPECIAL BOARD MEETING
CWD - SPECIAL BOARD MEETING/PUBLIC HEARING
CWD - WATER SALES COMMITTEE

1

*

2

GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION
LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION
RWA BOARD MEETING

4

RWA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

1

RWA CALIF WATER POLICY CONFERENCE
RWA CAP TO CAP PLANNING
SGA BOARD MEETING

4
TOTAL MEETINGS ATTENDED
TOTAL COMPENSATION

TOTAL EXPENSES
*DECLINED PAYMENT FOR ONE (1) MEETING

8

20

12

16

10

$868.20

$2,459.90

$1,736.40

$2,315.20

$1,447.00

$742.49

$474.24

AGENDA ITEM 15

Draft CENTRAL Subregional Vulnerabilities and Mitigation Actions Table (sorted by Vulnerability Type and then Vulnerability Category)
Physical and Institutional Limitations on Sharing Supplies
Agency

Vulnerability Type

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

Mitigation Action Details

Physical Limitations Limited Interties
on Sharing Supplies Capacities

Current limited interagency connections
Construct Intertie with Del Paso Mano Water
limits future opportunities for emergency
CWD,
District (DPMWD) up to 24" pipeline with
Subregional
supply, drought resiliency and conjunctive
DPMWD
booster pump station.
use with Del Paso.

Currently would only provide Del Paso a back-up supply
in case of emergency. Sharing of groundwater with CWD
from Del Paso though same intertie would improve
drought reliability for CWD. CWD sharing surface
supplies with Del Paso would increase in-lieu recharge,
but Economic and public hurdles would have to be
addressed for this to succeed.

2 Carmichael WD

Physical Limitations Limited Interties
on Sharing Supplies Capacities

Construct Intertie with Golden State Water
Company (GSWC Intertie 1) underneath the
Current limited interagency connections
American River at the Bajamont WTP site to
limits future opportunities for emergency
connect to the GSWC Cordova system and a Subregional CWD, GSWC
supply, drought resiliency and conjunctive
booster pump station might also be required
use with Golden State.
to allow delivery of emergency supply from
GSWD to the district.

This mitigation action has been constructed and is
currently operating at 4.5 MGD. If American River supply
is cut back for CWD, they could receive groundwater or
SCWA water wheeled through GSWC in dry periods. In
lieu recharge in GSWC portion of central basin as the
result of taking more surface water from CWD.

3 Carmichael WD

Physical Limitations Limited Interties
on Sharing Supplies Capacities

Current limited interagency connections
limits future opportunities for emergency Construct additional intertie with SSWD on
supply, drought resiliency and conjunctive Mission Avenue.
use with SSWD.

1 Carmichael WD

Lack of intertie with FOWD limits the
opportunity for water transfers and
emergency supply.

Physical Limitations Limited Interties
on Sharing Supplies Capacities

Lack of intertie with Sac County - Golden
State limits the opportunity for water
Construct Sac County-Golden State Intertie
transfers and emergency supply.

Unfluoridated water in the water district
limits development of agreements with
utilities within the region.

Unrealized conjunctive use potential due
Develop operation plans for addressing the
to different fluoridation practices between
fluoridation issue.
SSWD and Del Paso, GSWC and CWD.

SSWD,
Subregional DPMWD,
GSWC, CWD

Physical Limitations Incompatible
8 Citrus Heights WD
on Sharing Supplies Pressure Zones

High pressure differentials between
CHWD and other districts prohibits ability Partner with SMUD for energy generation
through pressure reduction project.
of CHWD to receive back-up supplies
from them (e.g., Cal Am).

Individual
Agency

City of
9
Sacramento

City of Sacramento distribution system is
operated at 50 psi which can be higher
Reduce pressure of distribution system or
than other agencies systems pressures install booster pumps.
and booster pumps would be needed.

Subregional Sac City

5 City of Folsom

6

Del Paso Manor
WD

Inconsistent
Physical Limitations
Fluoridation
on Sharing Supplies
Practice

7

Sacramento
Suburban WD

Inconsistent
Physical Limitations
Fluoridation
on Sharing Supplies
Practice

Physical Limitations Incompatible
on Sharing Supplies Pressure Zones

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Construct Intertie with FOWD by extending
Folsom,
the existing intertie with City (intertie would be Subregional
FOWD
located by Hazel St).

Develop operation plans for addressing the
fluoridation issue.

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

Yes, CWD sharing surface supplies with
Del Paso would increase in-lieu recharge.
Economic and public hurdles would have
to be addressed for this to succeed.

Yes, sharing of groundwater with CWD
from Del Paso though same intertie
would improve drought reliability for
CWD.

Yes, if American River supply is cut back
Yes, in lieu recharge in GSWC portion of
for CWD, they could receive
central basin as the result of taking more
groundwater or SCWA water wheeled
surface water from CWD.
through GSWC in dry periods.

Intertie already exists, but has never really been used.
Yes, sharing of groundwater with CWD
Yes, provides in-lieu opportunities
Sharing of groundwater with CWD from SSWD though
from SSWD though same intertie would
Subregional CWD, SSWD
between SSWD and CWD.
same intertie would improve drought reliability for CWD.
improve drought reliability for CWD.
Provides in-lieu opportunities between SSWD and CWD.

Physical Limitations Limited Interties
on Sharing Supplies Capacities

4 City of Folsom

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

FOWD is constructing new water main as part of the
Hazel Rd widening project. Pipeline to run between
Madison Ave and Hazel Bridge. This will allow for
sharing of water with City of Folsom. Pipeline should be
in place by 2018. FOWD could share groundwater or its
SJWD supply with Folsom if Folsom losses its American
River supply or has an emergency at their WTP. Water
could also flow to FOWD from Folsom or GSWC, but
would require a booster pump. This project will include
reducing a 21 inch pipe to 16 inch pipe water main going
from North to South on Hazel Avenue. It can provide 3
MGD to GSWC/FOWD.

A new intertie would connect dead end pipes from the 2
agencies (SCWA and GSWC). Sharing water between
Folsom,
Subregional
agencies would provide needed supply redundancy in
SCWA, GSWC
times of emergency or drought. SCWA water provided to
GSWC could provide in-lieu opportunities.

Subregional DPMWD

CHWD

Yes, FOWD could share groundwater or
its SJWD supply with Folsom if Folsom
losses it American River supply or has
an emergency at their WTP. Water
No
could also flow to FOWD from Folsom or
GSWC, but would require a booster
pump.

Yes, sharing water between agencies
would provide needed supply
redundancy in times of emergency or
drought

Board would take Fluoridated water in case of
emergency for short term supply, however anything over
Yes, would provide another source of
30 days would be opposed by Board. Could take water
water to meet demands.
from CWD if intertie existed. Booster pumping would
probably be required.
No

Yes, SCWA water provided to GSWC
could provide in-lieu opportunities.

No

Yes

Yes, provides another source of water to
Help provides another source of water to meet demands
meet demands when existing supplies No
when existing supplies are insufficient.
are insufficient.

This action would make it easier to move water.

No, addresses non-drought related
vulnerability.

Yes, could provide distribution of surface
or groundwater.
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Physical and Institutional Limitations on Sharing Supplies
Agency

Vulnerability Type

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Lack of booster pump between agencies
results in limited water transfer and
Construct booster pump with Carmichael.
emergency supply opportunities.

10

Del Paso Manor
WD

Physical Limitations Incompatible
on Sharing Supplies Pressure Zones

11

Sacramento
Suburban WD

Physical Limitations Incompatible
on Sharing Supplies Pressure Zones

Expand intertie and booster pump capability
between water agencies.

12

Sacramento
Suburban WD

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

13

Institutional
Golden State WC Limitations on
Arden
Sharing Supplies

Unrealized conjunctive use potential due
to operational pressure zone between
SSWD and CWD.
Unrealized conjunctive use potential due
Disparity in Cost of to disparity in cost of water between
Water
SSWD and Del Paso and SCWA and
GSWC.
Disparity in cost of water limits
Disparity in Cost of
conjunctive use with neighboring
Water
agencies.
Sacramento River rights Place of Use
Existing
are limited to City boundary which
POU/Service Area
restricts place of use and no opportunity
Limitations
for transfers outside of city boundary.

Update Sacramento River water rights
contract to expand POU beyond city
boundary.

14

City of
Sacramento

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Institutional
15 Orange Vale WC Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

16

Sacramento
County WA

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

17

Sacramento
County WA

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

18

Sacramento
County WA

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Partners

Mitigation Action Details

DPMWD,
CWD

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

Yes, would provide another source of
water to meet demands.

No

Subregional SSWD, CWD

No

Yes

Participate in regional groundwater bank to
mitigate for disparity in cost of water.

SSWD,
Subregional DPMWD,
SCWA, GSWC

No

Yes

Participate in regional groundwater bank to
overcome disparity in cost of water.

GWSC,
Subregional DPMWD,
SSWD

Yes

Yes

Yes, updating water rights could allow
expansions.

Yes, this is high priority for implementing
CU. City of Sacramento is in a unique
position to help increase conjunctive use
since they have intakes on both American
and Sacramento rivers.

OVWC does not own rights or contracts
Participate in regional groundwater bank to
Existing
to additional water supplies which results
provide redundant supplies, in partnership
POU/Service Area
in no opportunity for water transfers or
with San Juan WD.
Limitations
exchanges with other agencies.
Lack of
Agreements for
Inter-Basin
Transfers,
Wheeling, &
Banking
Lack of
Agreements for
Inter-Basin
Transfers,
Wheeling, &
Banking
Lack of
Agreements for
Inter-Basin
Transfers,
Wheeling, &
Banking

Scope
Subregional

Subregional Sac City, ?

This action could be initiated in 2030 when the City of
Sacramento comes up for new license. This is high
priority for implementing CU. City of Sacramento is in a
unique position to help increase conjunctive use since
they have intakes on both American and Sacramento
rivers.

Regional

SJWD

Yes

Yes

Subregional

Underdeveloped agreement with City of
Sacramento to wheel water through the
Arden system.

Develop agreement with City of Sacramento
to wheel water through the Arden system.

SCWA, Sac
City

Yes

No

Opportunity to use water from City of
Sacramento's American River Water
could also be send to Arden Park

Develop agreement to use water from City of
SCWA, Sac
Sacramento's American River Water could
Subregional
City
also be send to Arden Park

Yes

No

Develop agreement to use water from City of
Wheel water through City of Sacramento
SCWA, Sac
Sacramento's American River Water could
Subregional
up to Arden System
City
also be send to Arden Park

Yes

No

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan
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Physical and Institutional Limitations on Sharing Supplies
Agency

19 San Juan WD

20 San Juan WD

Vulnerability Type
Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Vulnerability
Category
Lack of
Agreements for
Inter-Basin
Transfers,
Wheeling, &
Banking
Lack of
Agreements for
Inter-Basin
Transfers,
Wheeling, &
Banking

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities
Undeveloped agreements with other
water agencies results in missed
opportunity for water transfers and
utilization of full supply.

Undeveloped agreements with other
water agencies results in missed
opportunity for water transfers and
conjunctive use programs.

Groundwater concerns about receiving
lower quality groundwater is a barrier to
Physical Limitations Inconsistent water
21 Citrus Heights WD
using groundwater from neighboring
on Sharing Supplies quality
agencies for drought resiliency and
conjunctive use.

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

Pursue institutional arrangements with one or
more water agencies using a combination of
SJWD,
(1) short- and long -term transfers with
Subregional Folsom, El
agencies outside the District’s existing
Dorado
wholesale service area, and (2) new
wholesale agreements

Enter into a banking agreement with one or
more agencies in the SGA area, but outside
of the District’s existing retail and wholesale
service areas.

Regional

Participate in regional conjunctive use in a
manner consistent with preserving water
quality.

Regional

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Diverse Agency
Goals & Interest

Unrealized conjunctive use potential due
SSWD,
Develop short term and long term water sale
to limited existing short-term and longSubregional Folsom,
term water sale arrangement within and agreements within and outside the basin.
RLECSD
outside the basin.

Sacramento
Suburban WD

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Diverse Agency
Goals & Interest

Multiple independent water agencies in Reduce institutional barriers by considering
the region decreases the overall water
long term partnership agreements between
supply reliability and operational flexibility. water agencies.

24 San Juan WD

Institutional
Limitations on
Sharing Supplies

Diverse Agency
Goals & Interest

Multiple independent water agencies in
the region increase institutional barriers to
Participate in regional groundwater bank.
improving the overall water supply
reliability and operational flexibility.

Physical Limitations Lack of Real-time
25 Citrus Heights WD
on Sharing Supplies Data Sharing

Physical Limitations
26 Citrus Heights WD
Lack of metering
on Sharing Supplies

Subregional

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

yes, if agreements are implemented

yes, if agreements are implemented

No

Yes

CHWD uses 10% of groundwater already but in general
No
groundwater quality is a concern

Yes

Cost and fluoridation limits ability to implement CU to full
potential. Agreements would need to be discussed in
detail to implement. SSWD does have contractual
agreements with PCWA and City of Sacramento to
receive surface water and SSWD can receive water from No
SJWD via the CTP but there may be limitations within the
system to deliver it. Cost of surface water is also an
issue, but the Board does want to increase conjunctive
use.

Yes

Opportunity to maximize delivery to nonfluoridated
agencies. SJWD can now provide PCWA water in both
Sacramento and Placer counties, so that is no longer a
limitation

SJWD, CHWD,
FOWD, SSWD
(NSA), CalAm,
Subject of recent SJWD Study. Potential to include
RLEVWD,
CWD, GSWC, agencies outside of SGA.
SCWA
(Arden),
DPMWD

Sacramento
22
Suburban WD

23

Mitigation Action Details

SSWD,
SCWA, others

Subregional SJWD, ?

Receive water off the Sacramento or American rivers.
Groundwater bank can facilitate regional mitigation
supplies from American and Sacramento Rivers and
future agency participation in the bank.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, improved data monitoring and
information management is required to
improve water use efficiency and realize
gains in conjunctive use

Yes, improved data monitoring and
information management is required to
improve water use efficiency and realize
gains in conjunctive use

Current metering infrastructure results in
Utilize recently Installed transmission water
limited ability to operate system at realmetering and couple this with SCADA for
time water demands as SJWD's data is
"real time" viewing and management.
not currently shared real-time

Web Portal is under development for data access and
Sub-regional CHWD, SJWD
sharing

Yes, improved data monitoring and
information management is required to
improve water use efficiency and realize
gains in reliability. This includes flow
and pressure monitoring of all dual
agency interties.

Current outdated metering infrastructure
results in less efficient operations and
management of water systems.

Web Portal is under development for data access and
sharing. Improved data monitoring and information
Sub-regional CHWD, SJWD management is required to improve water use efficiency
and realize gains in reliability. This includes flow and
pressure monitoring of all dual agency interties.

Yes, improved data monitoring and
information management is required to
improve water use efficiency and realize
gains in reliability. This includes flow
and pressure monitoring of all dual
agency interties.

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Install Advanced Metering Infrastructure
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Surface Water Physical and Institutional Threats
Agency

Vulnerability Type

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

Mitigation Action Details

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

District does not have surface storage
and therefore is limited to diversions of
the natural flow in the American River. As Attain temporary or permanent storage rights Individual
seen in 2014 and 2015, the fluctuations in Folsom Reservoir
Agency
can be so dramatic, that the entire right to
divert water is completely curtailed.

Work with Reclamation to explore short term storage
either in Folsom Lake or groundwater basin when setting
CWD, EID, or up the groundwater bank. Explore storage potential
Yes, a short term storage solution would
Yes, increases volume of water that could
further upstream in smaller reservoirs in EDCWA/EID
other local
improve dry year surface water reliability
be stored in the basin.
agencies for service area on all forks of American River above
for CWD.
GW Storage Folsom. Implementation of this action relies on
cooperation with Reclamation. District has been pursuing
this action for over 50 years.

28 City of Folsom

Inability to Divert
during Low
SW Physical Threats
Storage/Flow
Conditions

Construct a 30 cfs pipe Folsom South Canal
Low flow from Folsom Lake results in in to Folsom WTP such that water could be
limited supply to the Folsom South Canal taken from Canal and treated in the event of
to Folsom WTP.
an emergency situation where water cannot
be drawn from Folsom Lake.

Individual
Agency

Folsom has completed a technical analysis for a 30 cfs
pipe including a cost estimate. Project would require
installation of a 30 inch pipe from Folsom South Canal to
Willow Creek and then a 24 inch pipe from Willow Creek
to Folsom WTP. Both pipes would require boosters. City
Folsom,
Yes, provides another source of water to
potentially City funded and responsibility. Could possibly provide raw
meet demands when existing supplies No
of Sacramento water supply to south Folsom plan area to meet the
are insufficient.
development's potable demand for irrigation. Could use
& GSWC
these pipes to transmit water too. Improving the whole
site by including a diversion from the canal to City of
Sacramento and GSWC. This pipe could also benefit
GSWC.

City of
29
Sacramento

Inability to Divert
during Low
SW Physical Threats
Storage/Flow
Conditions

Low flow in the Sacramento River results
in reduced ability of pumps to operate
Participate in River Arc.
efficiently and at design capacity.

Regional

27 Carmichael WD

Inability to Divert
during Low
SW Physical Threats
Storage/Flow
Conditions

30 Orange Vale WC SW Physical Threats

City of
Sacramento

SW Institutional
Threats

32 Carmichael WD

SW Institutional
Threats

31

33

Golden State WC - SW Institutional
Arden
Threats

Source
Contamination
Agency Specific
Water
Rights/Contract
Limitations (e.g.,
Hodge Flow)
Evolving State and
Federal
Regulations
(Curtailment,
Environmental
Flows)
Evolving State and
Federal
Regulations
(Curtailment,
Environmental
Flows)

Another alternative is for the city to receive supplies from
Yes
River Arc project.

Yes

Contamination from the Folsom Lake
State Recreation Area.

All agencies
that rely on
Implement American River Watershed Source
water from
Subregional
This plan already exists.
Water Protection Plan.
Folsom Lake.
OVWC, SJWD,
others

American River Hodge Flow restrictions

Diversify supplies to address cutbacks.

Subregional Sac City

Construct additional groundwater wells. Needs to be
addressed for their Urban Water Management Plan that Yes, this can improve drought resiliency Yes, this can improve conjunctive use
is coming up in 2030.

State curtailments limit agencies supply
from the American River

Use remediated groundwater and pumped
groundwater to meet future curtailment.

Individual
Agency

CWD

Given that CWD was curtailed in 2014 and 2015 and
does not have storage in Folsom, CWD and GSWC have Yes, provides another source of water to
No
partnered and implemented this project as a mitigation meet demands.
for loss of river flow to CWD.

State Board curtailments limits water
supply to district.

Diversify water supply sources and location
for emergency supplies.

Individual
Agency

GSWC

The pre 1914 provides supplies to a quarter of their
system.

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

No.

No.

Yes, provides another source of water to
No
meet demands.
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Groundwater Physical and Institutional Threats
Agency

34 Carmichael WD

35 Carmichael WD

36

Vulnerability Type

GW Physical
Threats

GW Physical
Threats

Rio Linda/Elverta GW Physical
CWD
Threats

GW Physical
37 Citrus Heights WD
Threats

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

Mitigation Action Details

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

Individual
Agency

CWD, SSWD,
GSWC,
DPMWD,
FOWD

Yes, developing well production capacity
CWD wants to reduce overall groundwater pumping in
outside the District, but in partnership
District to reduce rate of Aerojet plume migration. District
with the District will protect out dry year
is looking to partner with others in the region to further
reliability by giving that groundwater as a
develop a groundwater supply outside the district.
redundant supply to AR Water

Potentially, in developing partners for
groundwater, CWD is interested in also
exploring opportunities to increase
conjunctive use in the region.

Individual
Agency

CWD, SSWD,
GSWC,
DPMWD,
FOWD

Yes, developing well production capacity
CWD wants to reduce overall groundwater pumping in
outside the District, but in partnership
District to reduce rate of Aerojet plume migration. District
with the District will protect out dry year
is looking to partner with others in the region to further
reliability by giving that groundwater as a
develop a groundwater supply outside the district.
redundant supply to AR Water

Potentially, in developing partners for
groundwater, CWD is interested in also
exploring opportunities to increase
conjunctive use in the region.

Groundwater
Contamination

Groundwater contamination (McClellan)
results in restricted available groundwater Develop access to surface water supplies.
supplies

Individual
Agency

Explore ASR to rehabilitate groundwater aquifer. While
developing access to surface supplies, use a surface
supply from a partner agency and rather then treating
and serving this supply, evaluate the feasibility of
injecting to surface water into RLECWD aquifers. This
RLECWD,
will allow storage of the water locally and hopefully also Yes, partnering to bring surface supplies
EDCWA,
SSWD, City of improve the quality of our aquifers. RLECWD has a Cr6 to Rio Linda improves supply reliability
Sac (River Arc) problem, hopes to create a freshwater bubble in the
aquifer through a seasonal storage program. Then when
demand goes up in summer, could pull the water back
out of ground and hopefully Cr6 is below MCL and could
be served.

Groundwater
Production
Capacity
Limitations

Current age of groundwater infrastructure
results in lower groundwater production Well capacity improvement
capacity.

Individual
Agency

CHWD

CHWD has a well rehabilitation and replacement
program that they are working through.

Yes, maintaining, rehabilitating and
Potentially, by investing in well production
replacing our groundwater infrastructure capacity, CHWD is in a good position to
improves our dry year water supply.
partner on CU projects

Sac City

Continue working on well rehab. Replace aging
infrastructure and add new wells. City of Sac is
developing and implementing and groundwater and wells
Master Plan. The required investment to repair and
replace wells is very large. This is an issue that other
groundwater producers in the region are dealing with due
to the age of our well fields. Replacing wells is difficult
due to land area constraints in the City.

Yes, this is high priority for improving
resiliency during droughts. Maintaining,
rehabilitating and replacing our
groundwater infrastructure improves our
dry year water supply.

Groundwater
Contamination

Groundwater contamination of PCE and
Address Barrett Road Well contaminants
perchlorate restricts groundwater supplies

Groundwater
Contamination

Groundwater contamination of hydrogen
Address Ladera Well and Dewey Well
sulfide and iron bacterium restricts
contaminants
groundwater supplies

Groundwater
Production
Capacity
Limitations

City of
38
Sacramento

GW Physical
Threats

39 San Juan WD

Groundwater
GW Physical &
Production
Institutional Threats Capacity
Limitations

Groundwater system age results in
uncertain reliability

Rehabilitate groundwater wells.

Employ aquifer storage and recovery (ASR)
The limited aquifer storage in the district
in the District’s existing service area to
results in decreased water supply and dryincrease water supply benefits and dry-year
year protection.
protection

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Individual
Agency

Subject of recent SJWD Study. Surplus SJWD supplies
could be provided to Wholesale Customer Agencies
SJWD, CHWD, (WCA) in winter months and injected to increase
Subregional
Yes
FOWD, OVWC groundwater storage and create transfer and exchange
opportunities via groundwater substitution pumping in
summer months (YCWA model)

Yes, project concept increases conjunctive
use in the region via direct injection of
surface water. The timing and volume of
injected water will be determined based on
results of pilot testing.

Yes, this adds operational flexibility. By
investing in well production capacity, we
are in good position to partner on CU
projects

Yes
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Groundwater Physical and Institutional Threats
Agency

Sacramento
40
Suburban WD

Vulnerability Type

GW Physical
Threats

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Groundwater
Production
Capacity
Limitations

Groundwater contamination results in
Implement mitigation actions identified in the Individual
restricted available groundwater supplies. 2009 Water System Master Plan.
Agency

Individual
Agency

Partners

RLECWD

Yes, project concept increases conjunctive
Rio Linda is working with EDCWA to acquire surface
use in the region via direct injection of
water supply to be treated at San Juan WTP and deliver Yes, partnering to bring surface supplies
surface water. The timing and volume of
to Rio Linda improves supply reliability
through SSWD. This would allow for groundwater
injected water will be determined based on
banking.
results of pilot testing.

Rio Linda/Elverta GW Institutional
CWD
Threats

New Drinking
Water Standards

42

Rio Linda/Elverta GW Institutional
CWD
Threats

New Drinking
Water Standards

New Drinking Water Standards results in
Participate in regional groundwater bank to
increased financial burden to treat
improve long term financial stability.
groundwater to drinking water standards.

Regional

43 Carmichael WD

GW Institutional
Threats

New Drinking
Water Standards

Individual
Agency

CWD

56 Fair Oaks WD

GW Physical
Threats

Groundwater
Production
Capacity
Limitations

New Drinking Water Treatment
regulations result in higher economic
burden with treating groundwater

Regional

multiple
agencies

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

SSWD

41

Under utilization of groundwater facilities.
Increase participation in regional bank to
Increased risk that those facilities will be
exercise wells more frequently.
abandoned in the future.

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Five separate groundwater contamination plumes
(identified in 2009 Water System Master Plan) could
reach SSWD’s boundaries and contaminate production
wells which would result in wells having to be taken
offline.
Eight different mitigation measures were identified in the
2009 Water System Master Plan: Track existing
monitoring efforts; Promote additional monitoring wells Limited. Mitigation Action focuses on
protecting existing source of water.
and/or contaminant analysis; Conduct or promote
additional study and/or modeling, including planning of
replacement water supplies; Institute modified pumping
scenarios (generally reduced pumping); Perform
production well modifications, rehabilitation, or
abandonment; Construct replacement wells; Install
groundwater treatment facilities; and Provide injection
well barriers.

New Drinking Water Standards of
hexavalent chromium and arsenic results
Develop access to surface water supplies.
in limited available groundwater supplies
and higher costs of serving potable water.

Pursue treatment of existing sources where
possible to maintain reliable water sources.

Mitigation Action Details

Help maintain their water supply sources under all year
type conditions.

No.

Yes

Yes

Indirectly as it maintains their water
supply sources under all year type
conditions.

No
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Threats to Infrastructure Integrity
Agency

Vulnerability Type

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

44 Carmichael WD

Threats to
Infrastructure
Integrity

Failure of the district pipeline under the
Lack of redundancy
American River is the highest source of
for critical facilities
vulnerability to district's supply.

45

Del Paso Manor
WD

Threats to
Infrastructure
Integrity

DPMWD does not have any storage and
Attain redundant supplies from other
Lack of redundancy
results in lack of backup and emergency
agencies.
for critical facilities
supply.

46

Sacramento
County WA

Threats to
Infrastructure
Integrity

Explore opportunities to wheel water through
Lack of redundancy Lack of redundancy for delivering supply
SCWA, Sac
Subregional
the City of Sacramento to increase
for critical facilities in the Northgate 880 service area.
City
conjunctive use.

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Improve redundancy and proper
Individual
maintenance of pipe to water treatment plant. Agency

CWD

Mitigation Action Details
Provides redundancy in event of infrastructure failure
which could happen in any year type.

Benefit to Drought Resiliency
Indirectly as it provides redundancy in
event of infrastructure failure which could No
happen in any year type.

DPMWD,
Yes, would provide redundancy and
CWD, SSWD
In progress/complete as already have some agreements
Subregional (if Fluoride
back-up supplies during emergency
in place with CWD and SSWD.
conditions.
could be
removed)
Would need to fluorinate water at well house during
transfer.

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

No

Yes, ability to supply groundwater during
Yes, adds additional supply.
drought.
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Draft CENTRAL Subregional Vulnerabilities and Mitigation Actions Table (sorted by Vulnerability Type and then Vulnerability Category)
Other Challenges
Agency
47 San Juan WD
47
San Juan WD
b
47
San Juan WD
c
47
San Juan WD
d

48

Vulnerability Type

Vulnerability
Category

Agency Specific Vulnerabilities

Limited water access to supplies result in
Reliance on single
redundancy and restricts dry-year
supply source
protection supply.
Limited water access to supplies result in
Reliance on single
SW Physical Threats
redundancy and restricts dry-year
supply source
protection supply.
Limited water access to supplies result in
Reliance on single
SW Physical Threats
redundancy and restricts dry-year
supply source
protection supply.
Limited water access to supplies result in
Reliance on single
SW Physical Threats
redundancy and restricts dry-year
supply source
protection supply.
SW Physical Threats

Rio Linda/Elverta
Other Challenges
CWD

Groundwater as sole source of supply
Reliance on single leaves district at risk of no redundant or
supply source
backup supply if groundwater
contamination increases.

Agency Specific Mitigation Action

Scope

Partners

Mitigation Action Details

Benefit to Drought Resiliency

Participate in Ophir WTP

Sub-regional SJWD, PCWA

Yes

No

Expand interties with PCWA

Sub-regional SJWD, PCWA

Yes

No

Roseville and SJWD could share supply through intertie
Yes
located at Barton Rd WTP.

No

Use emergency intertie with City of Roseville
SJWD,
Sub-regional
to receive backup supplies.
Roseville,
Implement Reclamation Low Flow Plan

Develop access to surface water supplies.

SJWD,
Sub-regional Reclamation,
Roseville
Individual
Agency

RLECWD

Implement Reclamation Low Flow Plan

Participate in River Arc.

Yes

The City needs to anticipate build-out
Limited capacity to
capacity to meet growth and capability to Increase system capacity.
serve growth
serve peak demands.

Individual
Agency

Other Challenges

Limited facilities to treat for recycled water
Unrealized recycled results in limited recycling opportunities Explore recycled water opportunities in
water potential
and coordination with water purveyors in partnership with Regional San
the region.

Regional

51 City of Folsom

Other Challenges

City of Folsom limited infrastructure for
Construct a scalping plant with 1000-1400 AF
Unrealized recycled treating wastewater for non-potable use
capacity to provide an additional source of
water potential
restricts the city's ability to meet its goal of
non-potable water.
reducing demands on the WWTP.

Sacramento
Regional CSD

Other Challenges

Unrealized recycled Opportunity to expand recycled water
water potential
with City of Sacramento.

Develop recycled water agreement with City
of Sacramento

Subregional

Yes, using recycled water for nonRegional San, Next step, begin working on a formal agreement with the
potable uses will reduce demand on
Sac City
City of Sacramento.
groundwater system.

53 Orange Vale WC Other Challenges

Unrealized recycled Unrealized recycled water potential to
water potential
diversify water supplies.

Explore recycled water opportunities in
partnership with Regional San

Regional

OVWC,
Regional San

54 Citrus Heights WD Other Challenges

Disinfection
Byproducts

Concerns about surface water quality due
Transmission main modifications: 48" to 24"
to formation of disinfection by-products in
pipes
the oversized pipelines with SJWD.

Staffing

Staff limitations due to the size of the
agency limits the efficiency of O&M and
continuation of institutional knowledge.

City of
Sacramento

50 Carmichael WD

52

55

Del Paso Manor
WD

Other Challenges

Regional Drought Contingency Plan/Regional Water Reliability Plan

Sac City

Folsom

No

Yes, project concept increases conjunctive
use in the region via direct injection of
Yes, partnering to bring surface supplies
surface water. The timing and volume of
to Rio Linda improves supply reliability
injected water will be determined based on
results of pilot testing.

Other Challenges

49

Benefit to Conjunctive Use

Maybe, supplies could be used for banking
during periods of increased precipitation.
Increasing conjunctive use and
groundwater banking would help secure
the surface water rights and provide dry
year supply for region and source of
revenue via out of region transfers in dry
periods

Build additional wells.

Yes, this is high priority for improving
resiliency during droughts.

Provides another source of water to meet non-potable
demands.

Yes, provides another source of water to
No
meet non-potable demands.

Provides another source of water to meet non-potable
demands.

Yes, provides another source of water to
No
meet non-potable demands.
Yes, this would relieve some demand from
groundwater wells and surface water.

Yes, provides another source of water to
No
meet non-potable demands.

Yes, modifications will allow for CHWD to
Modifications will allow for CHWD to more readily receive
more readily receive supplies from
No
Subregional CHWD, SJWD supplies from SJWD as water would be without
SJWD as water would be without
disinfection by-products.
disinfection by-products.

Explore staffing agreements with neighboring
SSWD, CWD,
Subregional
agency.
GSWC

No

No
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High and Dry: New Book Examines
World’s Biggest Groundwater
Challenges

Through captivating stories and thoughtful prose, William and
Rosemarie Alley take readers on a journey to better understand
groundwater in their new book, “High and Dry: Meeting the
World’s Growing Dependence on Groundwater.”

The Central Arizona Project aqueduct system meanders west out of the Phoenix metro area, in January
2010. Few cutbacks are expected despite drought because of the state’s groundwater banking projects and
conservation. Arizona’s groundwater management program is highlighted as an example of collaborative
water management in “High and Dry,” a new book on global groundwater issues. AP/Ross D. Franklin

and out of mind” sums up the groundwater
policies in many places, and the public’s understanding of the
issue, despite the fact that groundwater is one of our most critical
water resources.
“OUT OF SIGHT

That’s what prompted William and Rosemarie Alley to team up
to write “High and Dry: Meeting the World’s Growing
Dependence on Groundwater.” The duo had previously
collaborated on a book on nuclear waste, but found there weren’t
any books that tackled the issue of groundwater in a way that
would be accessible and exciting to readers.
Rosemarie is a writer and William is the director of science and
technology for the National Ground Water Association and spent
nearly 20 years as chief of the Office of Groundwater for
the U.S. Geological Survey. Their book provides readers with
engaging narratives spanning the U.S. and the world, including
three case studies: India is the poster-child for what not to do as
it pumps enough groundwater each year to fill an 18in (45cm)diameter pipeline with water to the moon and back 2,000 times;
sub-Saharan Africa is an example of an area that should be
developing its groundwater more to increase economic
opportunity; and Arizona is a success story of how hard-won
consensus among stakeholders helped solve a very
complex problem.
Water Deeply recently spoke with the Alleys about what they
learned writing about global groundwater issues and the ones in
their backyard in California.

Water Deeply: What are the main things you hope
readers take away from your book?
William Alley: Our goal was to get more people thinking about
groundwater and to broaden the perspective for those that are
already engaged. It’s not really on the radar screen as much as it
should be.
Rosemarie Alley: Or hardly at all. Groundwater is the neglected
child in the water world. It’s amazing how surface water has
gotten so much attention, there are so many laws governing
surface water.

Water Deeply: Do we have a good understanding about
how much groundwater we have in our basins?
William: I’m glad you asked that question because it comes up a
lot. It actually doesn’t matter so much oftentimes because other
factors come into play. The Central Valley in California has a
huge amount of groundwater in it, but you can only tap so much
because it costs too much to pump it out or it’s poor water quality
or there is subsidence.
Surface water is often a major constraint on groundwater. We
don’t have a good handle on how much groundwater we have.
But it’s not the most important piece of information to know
about groundwater. You have to look at each basin independently
and what the effects of pumping are on that individual basin and
what impacts are acceptable.

Water Deeply: In California we hear a lot
about NASA’s GRACEsatellite program. Are satellites
the main way we are tracking changes in groundwater?
William: It’s the way that has gotten people’s attention. But there
are many other techniques like measuring water levels in wells
and there are other satellite approaches like InSAR where you
can look at land subsidence over broad areas. GRACE has been
great for public awareness because people can look at dots on the
map and see where these red spots are where there is
groundwater depletion, but you need more information because
groundwater is a three-dimensional system and it’s very variable.
And you can’t get information about surface water impacts or
water quality from GRACE.

Water Deeply: Are there still big gaps in our
understanding of groundwater?
William: It’s poorly monitored, relatively speaking. We know
where the aquifers are for the most part. We aren’t in an

exploration mode of trying to find groundwater, but there are
still some unknowns when it comes to the characteristics of those
and some of the water quality impacts.

Water Deeply: Since agriculture is the biggest user of
groundwater, what does that mean for our food supply
in areas with serious groundwater overdraft?
William: It’s serious. We’ve come to depend on groundwater in
many semi-arid areas – the Central Valley or the Snake River
Plain of Idaho or the High Plains or North Africa. In areas like
the Southern High Plains, there doesn’t seem to be any hope [for
groundwater sustainability]; eventually that is just going to go
back to dryland farming or wind farms or something like that.
Other areas like the Central Valley – on the southern part you
have very serious problem going on. There is a hard road ahead
to get that system into to some kind of sustainable use through
the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) – that’s
going to be a real challenge.

Water Deeply: California has been very slow to manage
groundwater – is it among the worst examples you
found in your research?
Rosemarie: It is very late in the game and it will remain to be
seen how effective [SGMA] is.
William: There are two sides to California – there are places in
California that are world leaders in managing groundwater, like
Orange County Water District and Santa Clara Valley and parts
of Los Angeles. Then there is the rest of the state – it was the last
western state to regulate groundwater.

Water Deeply: What are the consequences of
groundwater overdraft?
Rosemarie: Groundwater is either the only, or a major water
source, for many of the world’s megacities – it’s a key pillar of the
urbanization movement. You look at Mexico City, they have
challenging water supply problems and then with subsidence on
top of it.
William: It’s important to cities, it’s not just an ag problem. But
70 percent of groundwater pumping worldwide goes to
agriculture, so that connection is very important. But it also
provides water for much of the rural areas of the world.
Particularly shallow groundwater is tapped by those rural folks as
a very important resource.
It’s also tied into surface water and ecology – and we don’t really
look at that so much in California. But the impacts are huge in
many areas on both the surface water flows and the ecology
associated with it.
Rosemarie: I don’t have a groundwater background and as I
became educated in the process of researching and writing this
book, that was one of the things that surprised me the most. I
didn’t realize that groundwater and surface water in many
instances are a connected resource. It’s an important key in
understanding the environmental and health implications of how
vulnerable groundwater is to contamination.

Water Deeply: Besides California, are there other
places that really concerned you in their
groundwater management?
William: Saudi Arabia comes to mind. They became selfsufficient in wheat while they used up a whole bunch of
nonrenewable groundwater. We talk in the book about some
places with “hydrological insubordination,” for example farmers
in parts of Spain where they don’t follow the rules and the

organizations that are supposed to be regulating them become
defenders of the farmers. India is also still struggling.
Rosemarie: There’s a very pervasive attitude and it’s not just
among farmers, but the idea that “it’s my well and I’ll pump as
much as I want.” It’s very hard to get people to see that that
doesn’t work with groundwater, it doesn’t observe property
boundaries or state lines or international borders. And it’s
becoming more challenging with climate change starting to be
felt in certain places, like here in California.
There is a very strong analogy between the problem of
groundwater and climate change. It’s hard to get people to
understand a problem that develops slowly and that you can’t
see. They are very related problems in that sense. And
groundwater is very vulnerable because of climate change.
William: The complexity of managing groundwater is all about
people, and to do it right the top-down strategy doesn’t work
because you just get rebellion. So you have to go through this
process that engages stakeholders but at the same time you’ve
got some external force that is making sure they are
held accountable.

Water, Off the Grid: A
Home in Bend, Oregon,
Proves It’s Possible
A new home on the dry side of Oregon’s Cascade Mountains proves it’s
possible to capture and process all the water a family needs, offering
possibilities to meet housing needs in drought-stricken areas.
WRITT EN BY Matt

Weiser
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The Desert Rain House in Bend, Ore., features a 2,200-square ft main building and
two small outbuildings. All the roof surfaces capture rain and snow to meet the
home’s water needs, and a variety of systems treat water and sewage on site. Photo
Courtesy Tozer Design

houses are off-the-grid where electricity is concerned,
thanks to solar panels, wind turbines and battery banks. Far
fewer can say the same about water.
A LOT OF

Now there is one in Bend, Oregon, dubbed the Desert Rain
House, that boasts a completely closed-loop water system. It
draws no water from the municipal water system in Bend, and it
delivers no sewage to the area sewage treatment plant. The house
gathers all the water its occupants need from rain and snow
falling on the roof, treats it to drinking-water standards on site,
and discharges the drain water to a complex on-site
treatment system.
Even more impressive is that the home is on the “dry side” of
Oregon, so it doesn’t receive copious rainfall to fill up its on-site
30,000-gallon (110,000-litre) underground cistern. Yet it gathers
more than enough water from roof runoff alone to meet all the
needs of its two full-time adult occupants, who live as people do
in any other home. That means its systems are applicable to a
great many other locations.
The home was designed by architect Al Tozer of Tozer Design,
also based in Bend. It was built to satisfy the Living Building
Challenge, a sustainable development process that is more
rigorous than the LEED standards for green design most people
have heard about. Every component that goes into the home
must be sustainably and ethically sourced. That means, for
example, no PVC pipes, which are the basis of most modern
plumbing systems these days.
Water Deeply recently spoke with Tozer to learn more about the
house and the applicability of its systems to other sites.

Water Deeply: Is the house really entirely off-grid
where water is concerned?
Al Tozer: Yes. it comes from rain and snow that lands on the
roofs, it drains off the roofs into gutters and downspouts through
a preliminary gravel filter at the base of the downspouts. Then it
travels into filter and sterilization tanks, and is stored in an
underground cistern below the two-car garage. It is then pumped
into the home at a standard residential pressure.

Then the water is used and drained out of everything to either a
gray water pipe or a black water pipe. Gray waters go to a
constructed wetland bioreactor to be cleaned biologically, then
reused for irrigation. Black water is transported via a ship’s toilet
system, which is vacuum assisted, to a ground-level composting
toilet –a kind of industrial-level toilet – paired with an
evaporative system that pulls off as much moisture from that
black water as possible to keep the conditions for composting
ideal in the composting tank. Moisture either evaporates into the
atmosphere, or there is landscaping irrigation.

Water Deeply: Is the house the first of its kind, in terms
of the closed-loop water system?
Tozer: I don’t know of any other house like that. Is it a first in the
world? I don’t know about that. And I’m guessing not. There are
places in the Caribbean on islands and other places where I do
know they capture all their drinking water off roofs, and they
might send it to septic systems and drain fields. You might say
that’s also a closed loop system because they’re not sending their
sewage off site to somebody else’s system. There are many places
in the world that capture water off their roofs and treat it to drink
then send all that water into a drain field on their property.
But we don’t have that kind of room on an urban lot in the center
of Bend. This is a very urban site, it’s right in downtown Bend.
It’s as urban as Bend gets. It’s an older neighborhood and it does
all of this in that limited area.
This is the only house that I know of that does the complete loop,
and in addition to that is net-zero energy and is the first in the
world to get full Living Building Challenge certification.

Water Deeply: And it seems like water was a major
concern with the project.
Tozer: Water certainly was a concern. We live in a desert in Bend.
Most people think Oregon gets buckets of rain, but not on the

east side of the Cascades. It’s very dry. We live in the rain shadow
of those mountains. We can reliably count on only about 9 to 10
inches a year of precipitation. So we had some concern about
capturing enough water to make the whole project livable.
Because it wasn’t just a main home. We also had an accessory
dwelling unit, and in the end, we added another one-bedroom
apartment over the mechanical room that held the
composting toilet.
The water systems expert, Morgan Brown and his team – which
included a biologist in the Denver area and a water systems
engineer in Texas – we needed to calculate how much water we
thought we would use in the home based on the appliances and
fixtures that would be installed, and then pair that with Oregon
state codes that allow capturing of rainwater for potable use.
That was fairly intense, but all doable. It went pretty seamlessly
from start to finish.

Water Deeply: But I understand the sewer side of things
was more complicated.
Tozer: The sewer, on the other hand, did not go as planned. The
plan was to create a constructed wetland bioreactor on site. It
uses biology to purify water. Basically, it’s a hole in the ground or
like a pond – not very deep and filled with gravel. And all the
wastewater is directed to it. The wastewater stays below the
surface of the gravel, but is in all of the interstitial spaces
between the gravel. Because of all that gravel the bacteria
cleaning the water have lots of surface area to attach to. It’s
effectively like your own little sewage treatment plant, but there’s
no smell and you can grow plants on top.
Well, the local jurisdiction had never seen anything like that and
immediately refused that whole system. It was not going to
happen. Over months of extended negotiations – I think it
extended into almost 18 months of dialogue back and forth
between the local jurisdiction, the state and the fine-tuning of all
the data Morgan had to present – in the end the city of Bend did
allow all the gray water in the project to go to the wetland

bioreactor to be cleaned, and then to be used on site as
irrigation water.
They did not allow the black water – including toilets and
dishwasher drains – to go to the constructed wetland. They said
you have to put all that down the sewer line. But the Living
Building Challenge does not allow you to put anything in the
sewer lines. Everything has to be treated on site. So it was nearly
back to ground zero on the wastewater.

Water Deeply: How did you solve that?
Tozer: What ended up happening was Morgan Brown and his
team – and a composting designer out of Montana and an
engineering team out of Portland – put a system together using a
commercial-grade composting toilet system. It’s made for cruise
ships, manufactured by Jets out of Scandinavia. They also
designed a one-off evaporative system that would take the
moisture out of the black water and evaporate it on site.

The kitchen of the Desert Rain House in Bend, Oregon. The home uses standard appliances available to anyone, but its other systems
are more complicated, allowing the home to be completely self-sufficient for all its water needs. (Photo Courtesy Tozer Design)

Water Deeply: And how is it working so far?
Tozer: It has been performing in fantastic fashion since they
moved in.
So far, the Desert Rain House has captured way more water than
they could use. Their problem is they’ve got too much water. Part
of that is due to owner behavior. They are cautious about their
water use. But now they’ve thrown caution to the wind and they
take baths and take showers as long as they want because they’ve
got too much water.
So this opens up a lot of the country to pursuing this type of
thing, including drought-stricken areas of the country, like
California and Phoenix.

Water Deeply: Is there anything exotic about the
appliances in terms of their water use, or is it all off-theshelf stuff?
Tozer: It was all off the shelf, nothing revolutionary. Anybody can
buy the appliances and plumbing fixtures that we used.

Water Deeply: What would you say was the cost
increase for the closed-loop water system by itself?
Tozer: That would be hard for me by myself to estimate. This was
a very lengthy process, and part of the process involved design
time and money. But it’s significant. We’re talking more than
$10,000 for sure and probably more than $30,000. In a milliondollar home, it’s a significant number, but it’s maybe a number
that’s worth it compared to digging a well. In a $500,000 home,
maybe it’s too much — it’s probably cost prohibitive. In a
$300,000 home, no one’s going to do it, it’s not even
a possibility.

Water Deeply: How applicable are these ideas to
other homes?
Tozer: Well, it was expensive. But by price per square foot, this is
not the most expensive home in Bend, and certainly not in San
Francisco, New York or Seattle. People pay a lot more per square
foot for their dwellings in many other areas.
With the water system in particular, you have to have a place to
store the water. On this site, they elected to chip through solid
basalt rock to carve out an underground cistern, with a concrete
lining, pumps and filters. To build that cistern on site was very
expensive, so the money didn’t go to fancier countertops or
Italian marble. It went to a cistern. You have to have the right
clients who say the closed-loop water cycle is so important, that’s
what we want to spend our money on.

Water Deeply: Do you have any advice for others
considering such a project?
Tozer: I would really encourage the local jurisdiction to a keep an
open mind, and for the builder and designer to let those local
folks know this has been done before. It was pulled off, it’s
working, people are living in it, there are no problems, no
environmental disasters.
I would do another one in a heartbeat. And the next time we do
it, it will come at lesser cost because we’ve done it once already.
And the time after that it will cost even less.

Don Pedro managers
doubt spillway will reopen
BY JOHN HOLLAND
jholland@modbee.com

A second opening of the Don Pedro Reservoir spillway is unlikely this year,
managers said Tuesday, despite a “staggering” amount of snow waiting to melt.
The prediction came at a meeting of the Turlock Irrigation District board, which
approved a full allotment for farmers this year to help draw the reservoir down.
The Modesto Irrigation District, partner with TID on the Tuolumne River, has
similar plans for its customers.
The spillway opened Feb. 20 for only the second time in the 46-year history of
Don Pedro. Managers did so because the reservoir was nearing capacity and the
snowpack above stood at about 200 percent of average for the date.
The move caused moderate flooding in riverside zones on the lower Tuolumne
and San Joaquin rivers. The spillway closed Feb. 27 at the order of federal
officials concerned about Manteca-area levees, but flows are still much higher
than normal.
It would take a very wet spring for Don Pedro to rise to the point where the
spillway must reopen, said Wes Monier, strategic issues and planning manager at
TID. Records dating to 1931 show some stormy periods at this time of year, but
nothing of the magnitude that would fill the reservoir too quickly, he said.
The snowpack in the Tuolumne watershed stood at 186 percent of average as of
Monday. The Don Pedro surface was at 813 feet above sea level, 17 feet below
capacity.
Dry stretches in March have eased the concern, but the year is projected to still
end up on one of the wettest on record.

“There is no (doubt) that the snowpack we have is staggering,” Monier said. “It’s
huge.”
The board approved a 48-inch allotment to farmers, following five years of
drought when deliveries ranged from 18 to 36 inches. That is 4 vertical feet over a
season tentatively running from March 30 to Nov. 1. Wet weather could delay the
start.
Farmers can buy water above 48 inches, which some crops and soil types could
need. This also would help recharge aquifers stressed by the drought.
“We strongly encourage customers to flood-irrigate,” said Mike Kavarian, water
distribution manager.
Many farmers have switched to drip or sprinkler systems to save water, but the
flood method has strong support in agriculture because of the recharge benefit.
MID has returned to a full allotment of 42 inches and also is selling recharge
water.

Oroville Dam: How a 21st-century spillway
compares to Oroville’s 1968 structure
By DAN REIDEL, CHICO ENTERPRISE-RECORD |
PUBLISHED: March 22, 2017 at 5:57 am | UPDATED: March 22, 2017 at 8:13 am

Oroville – In the nearly 50 years since the Oroville Dam was completed, construction
methods have changed.
Chico State University construction management professor Chris Souder consulted on the
Folsom Dam auxiliary spillway project which began construction in 2008 and is on pace
to be completed in October.
He also got a tour March 1 of the work going on at the Oroville Dam through the
engineering contractor Syblon Reid out of Folsom. Souder said he wanted to take his
college students to show them what their future careers might entail, but the Department
of Water Resources wouldn’t allow it.
FORCE OF WATER
Although Souder isn’t an inspector or maintenance crew worker, he thinks visual
inspections every one to two years should be enough with additional x-ray or sonar
inspections that can indicate “caving, hollowing, undermining, basically if voids are
present” every five to 10 years.
“There should be some or all these tests after a spillway has been used for an event,” he
said.
“It’s pretty much common sense. It needs to be inspected and maintained so that there are
no cracks in the concrete. Normal weathering is going to make that concrete more
susceptible to that damage.”
And the water flowing down it can cause a lot of damage.
“At Folsom they directed the concrete has to be extra straight and strong,” he said.
“Anything that the water can grab onto at that velocity, it will tear apart.”
That was illustrated when DWR continued releasing water through the spillway after
spotting the hole. The release was an attempt to lower the lake level and not allow water
over the emergency spillway. The water ripped away much of the main spillway below
the hole and tore into the hillside on both sides of the structure.
Souder said the “baffles,” the enormous concrete blocks at the bottom of the Oroville
spillway, were designed to slow the water down, which lessens the destructive force. The
Folsom spillway has larger, steel-plated baffles and an extra element designed to slow
water down.

“Folsom stepped the slabs every 7 to 30 feet once the slope was more than 30 degrees
and depending how steep the slope,” Souder wrote. “There were almost 70 steps to slow
the water.”
BUILDING IT TODAY
Debris of rebar and concrete from the damaged main Lake Oroville spillway, seen on
March 14. (Kelly M. Grow — California Department of Water Resources)
If Souder were in charge of building the Oroville Dam spillway using modern methods,
he said he would build it thicker with more reinforcing steel and anchor it to the rock.
The Folsom spillway is a minimum of 42 inches thick. It’s thicker at some points where
the rock is uneven, but the thinnest spot on the Folsom spillway is 42 inches.
The Oroville Dam spillway concrete is only 15 inches at its thinnest by design.
After seeing the construction up close, Souder said the original work could have been
better reinforced, but it was well-built at the time.
“We learn from mistakes and time,” he wrote in an email.
The construction management professor recommended building the spillway with
concrete 3 to 5 feet thick (36 to 60 inches) and with a crisscrossing “double mat” of
reinforcing steel bars (rebar) an average diameter of one inch (rebar size No. 8) spaced 6
to 9 inches apart.
The original work had reinforcing steel, but Souder said it could have used more.
“There is reinforcing in the existing concrete, however, it is extremely light. It appears
they barely reinforced the top and bottom double mats and what they did place has a
spacing no closer than 12 inches,” he wrote.
The rebar in the original construction appeared to be about 3/4 inches in diameter (size
No. 6), but Souder couldn’t get close enough to the broken pieces at the bottom of the
spillway to see it up close.
Souder would also anchor the spillway concrete to the rock underneath.
The construction professor said the Oroville spillway was on a different type of rock than
the Folsom spillway so it would be more difficult to anchor, but lengths of 8- to 16-footlong rebar with hooks at the end are used to attach slabs of concrete to the rock
underneath in modern building.
“Whether Oroville rock is/was competent enough to anchor to is a mystery, but if it is
not, then you go deeper,” he wrote.

Although the concrete slabs made 50 years ago are essentially the same as they would be
now — albeit thinner and with less rebar — Souder said he was surprised how many
expansion joints were used compared to construction joints in the current structure.
Construction joints connect a concrete section with reinforcing steel extending from the
end and fits it like a 3-D puzzle into the slab next to it.
The reinforcing steel rebar inside an expansion joint doesn’t extend into the next concrete
slab, allowing the concrete at the joint to expand and contract from temperature and
moisture changes, which can actually help prevent cracks, especially in large flat
expanses of the material.
Souder said both joints are used together, but he thought there should be more
construction joints and fewer expansion joints to strengthen the structure.
One other difference clear to Souder is the size of the side walls on the edges of the
spillway.
In his experience working at the Folsom Dam spillway, Souder said the walls were a
minimum of 30-feet tall and up to 80-feet at the bottom.
The Oroville spillway’s walls are only about 20-feet high.
WHAT’S NEXT?
Department of Water Resources acting director Bill Croyle said in a late February press
conference the water agency was still trying to determine whether it will repair the
broken spillway or build a new spillway.
He speculated the cost could be between $100 million and $200 million, but said it was
too early to make a closer estimate.
The department hasn’t released any plans and apparently has only a rough timeline of
when it will actually begin either fixing or replacing the broken spillway. Construction
work at the site to date has been focused on clearing debris.
“As DWR further assesses damage to the flood control spillway, we will be able to better
determine recovery efforts — experts are currently developing next steps and as current
information is evaluated, the scope and magnitude of needed repairs is vetted and
refined,” DWR public information officer Lauren Bisnett wrote in an email to this
newspaper.
“Looking ahead, DWR’s goal is to have a fully functional spillway before next winter
begins, and we’ll be working round-the-clock through spring, summer, and fall to make
that happen. Within the next few weeks, DWR intends to have narrowed the approach for
next winter to several options.”

NATIONWIDE PROBLEM
Another Chico State professor pointed out that while the break in the spillway is unique,
aging dams are a problem across the country.
Steffen Mehl is the chair of the university’s Civil Engineering Department. Mehl’s
background is in hydraulics and hydrology, and he also teaches courses in fluid
dynamics.
“The best designs out there aren’t going to last if you don’t maintain them,” Mehl said.
The last “report card” from the American Society of Civil Engineers gave dams
nationwide a “D” and noted that California has 678 dams that the engineer society
considers “high hazard.”
Still, Mehl said the spillway endured more than 130,000 cubic-feet per second during
storms in 1997 and came through without problems.
“It is uncharted a little bit,” he said. “I don’t think they saw this coming.”

Activists: 'This is everyone in
California’s water. And an international
corporation is stealing it'
Corinne S Kennedy and Ian James , The Desert SunPublished 7:48 p.m. PT April 2, 2017 | Updated 6 hours ago
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A little after 1 p.m. Sunday, a steady stream of cars began pulling off Highway 18 at Lake
Gregory Drive, parking on the south side of the highway and their occupants darting
across during breaks in traffic to take up their posts on a dirt lot next to Grotewolds
Carpet Station. Others were driven to the spot in groups from a rendezvous point at Rim
of the World High School, a little further up the highway.
Dressed in bright colors and holding homemade signs, they would hold those posts for
the remainder of the afternoon, hoping to draw drivers’ attention to an ongoing
community effort to get Nestle Waters to stop piping water out of the San Bernardino
National Forest.
Local activist and organizer Glen Thompson said many people, including himself, were
angry that while Nestle paid to run water pipes through the national forest, the company
paid no fee for the water rights.
“In other words, Nestle receives million of gallons of water, that rightfully belong to the
citizens of California, at nothing,” he said. “That’s why we’re here, to let the public know
that this Swiss corporation is not welcome on our mountain.”
Thompson said representatives of the company have refused to meet with residents and
local activist groups, including at a meeting at the Twin Peaks Senior Center in late
January, which inspired the Sunday demonstration.

“We pay an exorbitant amount of money for the water rights to have just enough to deal
with our personal use,” he said, holding a sign reading “Nestle sucks our water” with a
picture of an Arrowhead Mountain Spring Water bottle, the water for which is pumped out
of the area.
Jimi Sunderland, co-coordinator for local activist network Indivisible San Bernardino
Mountains, said the issue was personal for her, as she lived and was raising her children
in the area.
“All this really means to me is that we want clean water,” Sunderland said. “Drinking
water is a human right.”

Demonstrators protest Nestle Waters North America off Highway 18 in the San Bernardino
National Forest. (Photo: Corinne Kennedy | The Desert Sun)

As the afternoon wore on, more demonstrators arrived, infusing the protest with more
energy and drawing increasing attention from passing cars, many of whom honked or
gave protesters the thumbs up. One driver even pulled over to ask for more information.
Loud cheers erupted from those assembled when a group of students from University of
Redlands arrived. Aaron Mandell, of the school’s chapter of Young Progressives
Demanding Action, said he believed the issue was a bipartisan one which affected
people statewide.
“The water is on National Forest Service land, it belongs to all people. This is everyone in
California’s water,” he said. “And an international corporation is stealing it and selling it
back to us for billions.”

He said his young progressives group hoped to influence local issues by building up
public pressure around them, in part by attending events like Sunday’s demonstration
and by petitioning local politicians and addressing local officials and residents at
Redlands City Council meetings.

Piping from the mountains
Nestle Waters North America, the nation’s largest seller of bottled water, has long piped
water out of the San Bernardino National Forest to produce Arrowhead Mountain Spring
Water.
“We respect individuals’ rights to express their views and welcome open dialogue with
members in the communities in which we operate,” Nestle Waters North America said in
a statement. The company said Arrowhead Mountain Spring Water has been bottled from
springs in the national forest for more than 122 years and those “operations for more
than a century point to our commitment to long-term sustainability.”

Demonstrators protest Nestle Waters North America off Highway 18 in the San Bernardino
National Forest. (Photo: Corinne Kennedy | The Desert Sun)

The company has touted its efforts to invest in new water-saving technologies at its
bottling plants. Nestle has also pledged to contribute $1 million to help the Cucamonga
Valley Water District construct a groundwater treatment project in Rancho Cucamonga.
The company said that project is “expected to restore an additional 237 million gallons of
available clean drinking water each year to the local water supply,” which it pointed out is
significantly more than the amount of water collected annually from the San Bernardino
National Forest.

Nestle’s use of water from the national forest has sparked strong opposition during the
past two years. The issue prompted a federal lawsuit, an investigation of the company’s
water rights claims by state regulators and a review of a Forest Service permit
allowing the company to continue using its wells, pipelines and water collection tunnels in
the forest.
A 2015 investigation by The Desert Sun revealed that the Forest Service has been
allowing Nestle to continue drawing water from the national forest using a permit that lists
1988 as the expiration date. The Forest Service subsequently announced a review of the
permit and in March 2016 released a proposal to grant the company a new five-year
permit to operate its wells and pipelines in the mountains near San Bernardino.
Under the proposed management plan, water extraction would only be permitted when
it’s demonstrated “that the water extracted is excess to the current and reasonably
foreseeable future needs of forest resources.”
Nestle has objected to the Forest Service’s terms and last year said the agency’s
proposal, as it stands, “would disrupt established water rights and the long-standing legal
process of regulating water use” in California. The Forest Service, which does not charge
any fee for the water withdrawn, has been charging the company an annual permit fee of
$624. The agency has yet to establish what the annual fee would be under the new
permit.
Nestle has insisted its operation isn't causing any harm in the forest and has said it holds
rights that are “among the most senior water rights” in California. The company’s water
pipelines, horizontal wells and other infrastructure have been authorized under various
Forest Service permits since 1929.

Legal challenges
Three environmental groups sued the federal government in 2015 in an attempt to shut
down the 4.5-mile pipeline that Nestle uses to collect water from the forest. Forest
Service officials said Nestle’s 1978 permit, which was issued to predecessor Arrowhead
Puritas Waters Inc., remains in effect while they consider the company’s renewal
application. In September, District Judge Jesus Bernal backed that position in his ruling,
saying the permit was still valid because the company's predecessor in 1987 took the
proper step of writing to the agency to request a renewal and didn’t receive a response.
The groups – Center for Biological Diversity, the Story of Stuff Project and the Courage
Campaign Institute – appealed in November to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

In explaining the nearly three decades of inaction on the permit, Forest Service officials
have cited a heavy workload of other priorities, wildfires and floods, a tight budget and
limited staffing. Gene Zimmerman, the forest supervisor who was in charge at the time,
retired in 2005 and has since done paid consulting work for Nestle.
Documents obtained by The Desert Sun in 2015 revealed that in the 1990s and early
2000s, there were discussions within the Forest Service about conducting a review of the
permit and carrying out environmental studies, but those steps didn’t lead to action.
When floods and mudslides in 2003 destroyed portions of Nestle’s pipes, the Forest
Service allowed the company to rebuild and didn’t require a new permit.
Nestle says it collected about 32 million gallons of water from Arrowhead Springs in
2016. The water flows through Nestle’s pipeline to a roadside tank, where it is moved to
tanker trucks and hauled to a bottling plant in Ontario.
Steve Loe, a former Forest Service biologist, has called for the agency to limit Nestle's
use of water from the national forest to protect Strawberry Creek and the wildlife that
depends on it. In an email to Forest Service supervisors in March, Loe said limiting the
amount of water Nestle takes would help groundwater levels recover after more than five
years of severe drought.
“Everything we can do to reduce the take of groundwater will help with recovery and will
help improve the health of the Strawberry Creek ecosystem, especially in the summer
low-flow period,” Loe said in the email. “It is becoming increasingly clear that the Forest
Service has the authority and responsibility, in cooperation with the State, to manage and
restrict the take of groundwater involved in this permit.”
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Arden Arcade residents
angry after water agency
proposes another massive
hike
BY BRAD BRANAN

Customers in a small Arden Arcade water district, who paid $18 a month for
service in 2009, could see their bills grow by 350 percent in 2021 under a
proposed rate hike.
The proposal by the Del Paso Manor Water District has residents reeling – not
just over the amount of the increase, but what they call a lack of transparency.
District General Manager Debra Sedwick defends how her agency has handled
the proposal and says she and district board members will explain the plan
during a Monday workshop at a local church. The district serves about 1,800
residential, commercial and institutional customers in an area bounded by Watt
and Eastern avenues, and Maryal Drive and Marconi Avenue.
Under the proposal, the owner of an average-size home would see annual
increases for five years, bringing the current monthly bill of $43.65 to $80, an 83
percent increase.
“I’d hate to think I’d have to sell my house because of water rates, but it could
come to that,” said Patricia Kennedy, 82, who has lived in the district for 54
years. “I live on a fixed income.”
Marissa Burt, a stay-at-home mother, said she became frustrated after receiving a
notice about the proposal from the district last month. She recalled that the
district had approved a similar increase in 2010 and wanted to know why another

was necessary. The notice refers to the need to replace “aging infrastructure,”
including an outdated system of running water lines in customers’ backyards
instead of their front yards. But it contains few specifics about the extent and cost
of the proposed work.
Burt said she was further frustrated because the district does not have a website
to access information. She decided to mobilize residents, printing letters that say
they are opposed to the increase, and she and other residents distributed them to
doorsteps across the district.
She said she has collected 400 protest letters and plans to get more than the
approximately 900 she needs to have the proposal rejected under state law. The
protest letters must be submitted before the district has its final hearing on May
5.
Burt and her husband said they have electronically scanned the letters and plan
to deliver the originals on their own to the district. They said they are taking
additional precautions of hand-delivering the letters, instead of having residents
mail them. They are also making backups of them, because they said they don’t
trust the district to properly count them.
They said part of their distrust stems from a hostile reaction they faced when they
attended a Del Paso Manor Water District meeting to ask questions about the
proposed rate hike. They said a board member started asking questions about
them, including how long they had lived in the district.
Sedwick said the Burts may be taking the board’s reaction too personally. She
said she and board members responded to their questions and plan to provide
documents in response to requests made by Burt and other opponents under the
California Public Records Act.
The monthly hike to $80 for average homeowners would move Del Paso Manor
toward the higher end of water district rates in the Sacramento region, based on a
Sacramento Bee review of 2016 rates last year. While residents in Placer County,
Woodland and Elk Grove pay more per month, many residents in the city and
county of Sacramento are paying closer to $60 a month after recent increases.
Under state law, water districts cannot approve rate increases without a “detailed
engineer's report prepared by a registered professional engineer certified by the
State of California.” Such reports are generally called “rate studies” and The

Sacramento Bee requested one from the Del Paso Manor Water District. The
district provided an eight-page “technical memorandum” from an engineering
firm that does not explain the projects to be funded under the rate increase,
saying they are “described in the (district’s) master plan of 2009.”
Sedwick later provided a copy of the master plan, confirming that it still serves as
the blueprint for the district’s infrastructure needs. The plan called for the district
to make $30 million in improvements, including digging new wells, replacing
underground lines and installing meters. The then-53-year-old district needed to
replace outdated and deteriorated infrastructure. The work would be done in
three phases.
The district has completed the first phase, which was funded by the 2010 rate
increase, and closed two wells and drilled two new ones, among other things.
The needs described in the 2009 master plan went significantly beyond what an
outside review said was necessary in 2005.
The Sacramento Local Agency Formation Commission, which provides oversight
for local governments, found that “the district has no immediate unmet
infrastructure needs or existing deficiencies at the current levels of coverage and
service response. Del Paso Manor Water District is an effective water district as it
relates to water service provision, maintenance and improvement of
infrastructure.”
Asked why the LAFCO study differs so much from the master plan, Sedwick said
she couldn’t answer because she was not the general manager when it was
completed. Sedwick served as the district’s office manager from 1988 until 2006,
when she was promoted by the board to general manager, she said. She said she
proposed the master plan to get a better grasp of the district’s needs.
While Burt has not seen the master plan, she said she has learned about some of
its proposed projects and questions some of them. She said some work can be
delayed to ease the amount of the rate increase. Sedwick said the board may
consider doing that.
Burt also complains about the plan to add meters. California requires urban
water districts with more 3,000 customers to provide metered service, and Del
Paso Manor’s service level falls below that requirement.

Sedwick acknowledged that the district is not legally obligated to install meters
but said the board decided that it was inevitable that the state will require
metered service of all water districts. The district is not planning to install the
actual meters during this phase but some of the infrastructure needed to use
them in the future.
Burt and other residents also complained about compensation of Sedwick and
other district employees. Sedwick was paid a $121,000 salary last year. That was
the second-lowest of the general manager salaries at the seven independent water
districts in Sacramento County, but Del Paso Manor was also by far the smallest
district, The Bee found in a survey last year.
The district also pays a salary to its five elected board members, between $3,400
and $6,000 in 2015, according to the State Controller’s Office.
Responding by email to questions about compensation for herself and her board
members, Sedwick said her salary “is fair for the job requirements and my
qualifications, given the operational demands of a water district in California ... I
do not receive a car allowance, company vehicle or other perks many, if not most,
managers typically receive.”
As for the board members, Sedwick said they receive no more than $200 per
meeting, in compliance with state water code. “Directors spend a tremendous
amount of time reviewing and preparing for meetings and making informed
policy decisions on behalf of the District and its ratepayers,” she added.

Why celebrate the latest
rainstorm? Because Northern
California has set a new record
APRIL 13, 2017 11:59 AM
BY DALE KASLER

While you sidestep the puddles and wrestle with your umbrella, be comforted by
this: Northern California is going through the wettest rainy season on record.
The region broke the 34-year-old record for precipitation in one year, the
Department of Water Resources reported early Thursday.
The 8-station index for the northern Sierra Nevada, a series of rain gauges
positioned from Pacific House to the city of Mount Shasta, showed that 89.7
inches of inches have fallen since the “water year” began last fall.
The old record was 88.5 inches, in 1982-83.

The record fell a week after Gov. Jerry Brown declared an official end to the
drought in all but a handful of San Joaquin Valley counties. It also came after the
federal government announced that agricultural water contractors south of the
Delta will receive a 100 percent water allotment this year for the first time since
2006.
More precipitation was expected throughout the day Thursday, followed by two
days of dry weather, and then a resumption of rain starting Sunday, according to
the National Weather Service.

How the drought changed California forever
By PAUL ROGERS | progers@bayareanewsgroup.com |
PUBLISHED: April 15, 2017 at 9:45 am | UPDATED: April 17, 2017 at 2:49 pm

California’s historic five-year drought is officially over, washed away with the
relentlessly drenching rains, floods and snowstorms of this winter.
But just as tougher building codes and better emergency planning follow major
earthquakes, the brutally dry years from 2012 to 2016 are already leaving a legacy,
experts say, changing the way Californians use water for generations to come.
“There’s no question that we’ll be better prepared for the next drought because of the
lessons learned in this one,” said Felicia Marcus, chairwoman of the State Water
Resources Control Board in Sacramento. “This was
the wake-up call of the century.”
During the drought, Gov. Jerry Brown ordered the
state’s first mandatory water conservation
restrictions on communities throughout California.
Some of the rules — such as banning lawn watering
within 48 hours of rain and hosing off pavement —
remain. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)
The drought’s legacy includes landmark new laws
aimed at limiting farmers from over-pumping
groundwater; homeowners removing thousands of suburban lawns; voters approving
billions in funding for new reservoirs; and vast expanses of forests dying off across the
Sierra Nevada.
“Every drought has a lasting impact,” said Jeff Mount, a senior fellow at the Public
Policy Institute of California Water Center in San Francisco. “That probably goes all the
way back to the Depression.”
The era of massive dam building in California began after the 1929-34 drought. Urban
water conservation started in earnest during the 1976-77 drought. And the state’s
brutal 1987-92 drought prompted water departments in the Bay Area and Southern
California to connect their networks of pipes together, to build huge groundwater storage
banks and new local reservoirs, and to develop a statewide system of buying and selling
water.
As a result of those changes, Californians were better prepared to handle the most recent
drought, which saw the driest four-year period of any time back to 1895, when modern
records began. Although some farm communities with limited groundwater suffered
severely, California’s overall economy grew during the drought, up 10 percent to $2.2
trillion from 2012 to 2015.

“We lost a third of our water supply,” said Jay Lund, director of the Center for Watershed
Sciences at UC-Davis. “And the impact to the agricultural economy was a 2-3 percent
loss and the urban economy had almost no economic impact. To me that’s remarkable.”
The drought nevertheless left a lasting impact in at least five key ways:
1) Groundwater: After 100 years of allowing cities and farms to pump as much water as
they wanted from the ground, without reporting it to the state or being limited, dozens of
communities across California found themselves with precariously dropping water tables
as the drought began. A study using NASA satellites in February found the ground in
some areas between Merced and Bakersfield dropped as much as two feet as underground
aquifers collapsed during the drought, cracking roads, water canals and pipelines.
A low-flow water emitter sits on some of the
dry, cracked ground of an almond orchard in the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta near Stockton in
2015. As the state entered a fourth year of
drought, huge amounts of water were
mysteriously vanishing from the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta, and farmers whose families
for generations have tilled fertile soil there were
the prime suspects. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)
In 2014, Gov. Jerry Brown signed the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, requiring local government agencies in areas
with severely overdrawn groundwater to draw up plans by 2020 to bring it into balance.
They will then have 20 years to do that, which will mean taking some farmland out of
production, buying water from other areas, building percolation ponds to recharge
aquifers and other costly solutions.
“We had to do something,” said Paul Wenger, president of the California Farm Bureau
Federation. “There’s no argument on that from me. But some areas are going to really
suffer.”
2) Water wasting: Several high-profile rules put into place by the State Water Resources
Control Board during the drought will continue forever. They include bans on watering
lawns within 48 hours of rain, or washing cars without a shut-off nozzle on the hose, or
cities watering grass on road medians using potable water. It’s also illegal now to run a
fountain that doesn’t recycle water. And the state’s 410 largest cities, water districts and
private water companies will have to continue to report every month to the state water
board how much water they are using.

“It would be bad if the message from this wet year went
out that the problem is over,” said Peter Gleick, cofounder of the Pacific Institute, an Oakland nonprofit
that studies water issues. “We don’t have enough water
to waste. That’s a hard one when you see floods and
endless rain.”
3) Proposition 1: In November 2014, during some of
the worst months of the drought, California voters
approved a $7.5 billion water bond to fund new
reservoirs, recycled water projects, desalination and
stormwater capture efforts. It passed with 67 percent of the vote. By comparison, the last
water bond, Proposition 84, a $5.4 billion measure in 2006, passed with just 54 percent.
Water agencies are lining up to submit detailed plans for the money, which could pay up
to half the cost of new reservoirs, and is scheduled to be awarded next year. Long-stalled
projects like Sites Reservoir in Colusa County may finally be funded, and existing dams
could be built higher.
“We had so much water this year that we could have caught if we had the storage,” said
Wenger. “I’m hoping we learned our lesson.”
Homeowners across the state saved billions of
gallons of water by removing lawns. (Courtesy of
City of Santa Barbara)
4) Lawn removal and conservation: Urban
Californians cut water use 22.5 percent between
June 2015 and February 2017. Over that time, 2.6
million acre-feet of water was saved — enough to
supply more than 13 million people for a year.
Water agencies spent hundreds of millions of
dollars during the drought giving rebates to people
to install low-flush toilets, efficient washing machines, gray water systems and
dishwashers. The Metropolitan Water District in Southern California spent $310 million
alone in rebates for people to remove 160 million square feet of grass, which will save
21,000 acre feet of water every year.
Those lawns and water-wasting appliances aren’t coming back. Lawns use 50 percent of
all urban water during summer months, and as cities wrote new local rules limiting lawns
in new homes and businesses, neighbors looked askance at homeowners who had bright
green turf. Already, big water agencies in Los Angeles, Oakland, San Jose and other
areas are using less water now than they were in 1990, despite population growth. Almost
nobody expects water use to return to pre-drought levels.

“I’m not an advocate that every blade of grass has to be taken out of California, but I
think you’ll see a lot less lawn in the future,” said Tim Quinn, CEO of the Association of
California Water Agencies.
5) Environmental harm: Dry creeks and rivers led 18 fish species to crash to near
extinction. And the drought killed 102 million trees across the state, most in the Sierra.
That could increase fire risk for years to come.
The low water level reveals two chairs at the Almaden
Reservoir in San Jose in 2014. (Nhat V. Meyer/Bay Area
News Group)
“If the climate continues to be as warm as it has been
recently,” said Lund, “we could see very big changes in
the mountains. We can’t really manage it. We aren’t
going to put sprinkler systems in the forests.”
Overall, experts say, the drought left nearly all residents of California — a state where
even in a normal year most cities get only 15 inches of rain a year, the same as
Casablanca, Morocco — much more aware of their water.
“This was a prolonged, very deep drought, many believe the worst in the historic record,”
said Quinn. “It was really dry, and now here we are with the wettest year ever. Welcome
to California.”

Northern California gets its
wettest winter in nearly a
century
Recent record storms blanket Northstar California Ski Resort in Truckee with snow. (Gary Coronado / Los Angeles Times)

Sarah Parvini
Contact Reporter

A series of late-season storms has vaulted this winter into the history books,
making it the wettest winter for California’s northern Sierra Nevada in nearly
a century of record-keeping, according to the California Department of Water
Resources.
As of Thursday, an astonishing 89.7 inches of precipitation across a zone of
eight stations in the northern Sierra has been recorded since October. That
breaks the record 88.5 inches that fell by the in the 1982-83 rainy season.
Sierra Nevada precipitation is significant because the mountain range supplies
large amounts of water to the rest of the state.
“When we receive a record amount of rainfall in the north, that translates to
everybody who benefits from water down the state,” said Doug Carlson,
spokesman for the California Department of Water Resources.

An astonishing 89.7 inches of precipitation across a zone of eight stations in the northern Sierra has been recorded since October (California Department of Water Resources)

Carlson noted that California is only six months into the water year, and
although the state doesn’t normally see much rainfall in the latter part of the
year, rain and snow in months ahead could break other records.
The San Joaquin index, which covers a zone of five stations, could also set a
record this year. That region is tracking close to the 1982-83 record year.
Experts and state water officials say California is seeing more of these intense
weather swings as temperatures warm, making wet years wetter and dry years
drier.
“California is North America’s most variable climate,” said Jeffrey Mount, a
water expert at the Public Policy Institute of California. “The year-to-year
differences in precipitation are unmatched.”
Still, Mount said, this is a “benign extreme wet year.”
“What’s happening here is great for Southern California. This relieves pressure
on and creates an opportunity for Southern California to store more of their
water and groundwater,” he said. “It’s really nice to take some pressure off of
everybody, including the environment.”

NWS Sacramento
RECORD BROKEN! Northern Sierra 8-station index now has wettest water year on record at 89.7" surpassing old
record of 1982-1983! #cawx
8:39 AM - 13 Apr 2017

Two years ago, the lack of snow left locals in many parts of the Sierra anxious.
The drought hurt ski resorts and changed the landscape of the mountains. In
some areas, trees died at an alarming rate. In others, the typically snowcapped mountains were bare and dry.
This winter, however, many residents say they’ve never seen so much snow.
“There’s just been too many road closures, too many power outages, and just
too much snow and nowhere to put it,” said Janet Tuttle, who with her
husband owns Donner Ski Ranch, one of the oldest ski resorts in the state. She
had a better season financially in the very ordinary weather of last year.
The intense winter prompted Gov. Jerry Brown last week to finally declare the
drought over in all counties except Fresno, Kings, Tulare and Tuolumne,
where diminished groundwater levels still require a need for emergency
drinking water.

But right now, the above-ground water supply is much improved for most
parts of the state.

UPDATES:
2:15 p.m.: This article was updated with comments from Jeffrey Mount of
the Public Policy Institute of California.
12:50 p.m.: This article was updated with comments from California
Department of Water Resource spokesman Doug Carlson and ski resort owner
Janet Tuttle.
This article was originally published at 11:30 a.m.

Bids for Oroville Dam repairs
top state estimates; $275.4
million the lowest
APRIL 15, 2017 3:52 PM
BY DALE KASLER

Blowing past state officials’ financial projections, three construction contractors
submitted bids for the Oroville Dam repairs that begin at $275 million, the
Department of Water Resources said Saturday.
DWR, in a brief announcement, said its engineers had estimated the repairs to
the two damaged spillways would come in at $220 million.
The low bid was $275.4 million from a subsidiary of Kiewit Corp. of Omaha,
Neb.; followed by an affiliate of Barnard Construction Co. of Bozeman, Mont., at
$277 million. The high bid was made by Oroville Dam Constructors, a joint
venture between Sacramento’s Teichert Construction and Granite Construction of
Watsonville, at $344.1 million.
Although the low bid exceeded DWR’s estimates, state officials said they were
pleased with the pricing. “The bids were very reasonable, and very close to one
another,” said spokeswoman Erin Mellon of DWR’s parent agency, the Natural
Resources Agency.
DWR said it would spend the weekend reviewing the bids and declare a winner
Monday. The work itself isn’t likely to start until late May or early June; DWR has
just resumed operating the battered main spillway in order to reduce the water
level at Lake Oroville in anticipation of a heavy spring runoff from the Sierra
Nevada.
The low bid doesn’t automatically secure state contracts, although price typically
accounts for at least 50 percent of the scoring system the state uses to evaluate
bids, said Brian Ferguson, a spokesman for the Department of General Services.

Other criteria include the bidders’ responsiveness to the state’s goals for the
project.
The winning bidder will undertake one of the most vexing construction projects
the state has seen in years: repairing two structures whose problems triggered a
near catastrophe Feb. 12, when engineers feared the emergency spillway would
fail and a “wall of water” would overwhelm the Feather River. Officials ordered
the temporary evacuation of 188,000 downstream residents.
The repair job is so massive that DWR officials have acknowledged it will take
two years. They expect to have the two spillways operational in time for the next
rainy season, however.
The plan calls for filling in the giant craters in the main spillway, which fractured
Feb. 7, with fast-drying concrete but leaving the massive chasm in the adjoining
hillside untouched. The chasm could be used for handling excessive outflows of
water during the next rainy season, but would be filled in during summer 2018.
The contractor would also partially line the nearby emergency spillway with
concrete; the structure currently consists of a concrete lip perched atop an
unlined hillside.
The winning contractor faces the added complexity of working on a project whose
exact scope is still being defined. Acting DWR Director Bill Croyle said a week ago
the design work was still only 60 percent done.
Still unclear is who will pay for the repairs. The state owns Oroville Dam but it’s
operated in large part as a storage facility for State Water Project contractors.
Generally those contractors, which include the massive Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California, pay for upkeep of SWP facilities, and Mellon said
it’s expected that the repair budget “would come from State Water Project funds.”
Also unknown is whether the federal government would contribute to the repairs.
The Trump administration has approved $274 million in recovery aid for
Oroville, but that money is expected to cover preliminary repair and other costs
relating to the Oroville crisis, and is expected to run out in May.
Mellon said the state plans to ask the Trump administration for additional money
via the Federal Emergency Management Agency “because it’s an emergency.”
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Regular Board Meeting Schedule
January
February
March
April
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

23
27
20
17 (Cancelled)
24 (Special Board Meeting)
22 (Budget Public Hearing)
19
17
21
18
16
13
18

Meetings will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the District’s meeting room located at:
7837 Fair Oaks Boulevard, Carmichael.
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Sac Metro Chamber - Capitol to Capitol Event (C.A. to D.C.)
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ACWA/JPIA Executive Committee Meeting (Monterey)

9:00am RWA-Board Mtg
ACWA Spring Conference & Expo (Monterey)
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Jun 1

2
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7:00pm Board Meeting
(Board Room)
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8:30am RWA-Exec
Comm Mtg @ RWA
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Memorial Day (Holiday)

Shelby Kalisiak
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9:00am SGA Board
Meeting (@
RWA/SGA office)
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WEF Bay Delta Tour (Sacramento)
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24
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Jul 1

7:00pm Board Meeting
(Board Room)

25

26

8:30am RWA-Exec
Comm Mtg @ RWA

Shelby Kalisiak
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BOARD REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
Effective: January 2017
Revised: February 2017

CARMICHAEL WATER DISTRICT
STANDING COMMITTEES:
Employee Relations Committee
Paul Selsky; Roy Leidy
Finance Committee
Roy Leidy; Mark Emmerson
Water Sales Committee
Mark Emmerson; Paul Selsky

ADHOC COMMITTEES:
FOWD/CWD 2x2 Committee
Mark Emmerson; Paul Selsky
OTHER MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEES:
ACWA Region 4
Mark Emmerson (Representative)
ACWA Region 4 - Groundwater Committee
Roy Leidy (Representative)
ACWA–Joint Powers Insurance Authority
Mark Emmerson (Representative)
CALIFORNIA-OREGON TRANSMISSION PROJECT
Mark Emmerson (Representative)
GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION
John Wallace (Representative); Steve Nugent (Alternate)
REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY - Board of Directors Executive Committee
Ron Greenwood (Representative); Paul Selsky (Alternate)
Steve Nugent (Representative)
SACRAMENTO GROUNDWATER AUTHORITY
John Wallace (Representative); Mark Emmerson (Alternate)
WATER FORUMS SUCCESSOR EFFORT
Roy Leidy (Representative), Steve Nugent (Representative); Ron Greenwood (Alternate)

